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ABSTRACT

An experimental test facility has been designed and constructed for investigation of the

corrosion behavior of candidate materials in a supercritical water oxidation

environment. The high temperatures (500°C) and high pressures (300 atm) required in

this process, made the experimental apparatus construction and control a complex

engineering problem.

The facility consists of two systems. The first is an exposure autoclave internal

volume 850 ml, with associated monitoring and control systems for conducting long

term exposure testing of test coupons and U-bends. The second is an electrochemical

cell with a potentiostat and frequency response analyzer for conducting Electronic

Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) in the supercritical water environment.

Exposure testing of three candidate materials; Inconel 625, Hastelloy C-276 and 316

stainless steel was conducted at three temperature regimes corresponding to three

locations in a SCWO waste treatment system. Preliminary results are presented in an

environment of demineralized water as a control.

Experimental results indicate evidence of a film on the materials characterized by

slight weight gain. Light and confocal laser light microscopic evaluations revealed the

presence of localized pitting corrosion on the Inconel 625.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Ronald M. Latanision

Title: Professor of Materials Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Details of the impact of man's industrialization of the planet earth are being

revealed at an alarming rate. What is becoming clearer with each discovery is that we,

as a civilization must learn not only to monitor our impact, but develop new

technologies to limit production of harmful effects or efficiently eliminate hazardous

products before they are released to our environment.
1

Ships at sea, especially Naval

Ships, have historically had exemptions from even the limited environmental

regulations in effect.
2

In the future for the United States Navy to have access to the

oceans of the world, we must develop technologies to eliminate dumping of any

material over the side.

From a ship designer's perspective, elimination of overboard dumping creates a

significant stowage space requirement unless there is a waste processing capability on

the ship.
3 Any processing plant must be able to handle a wide variety of wastes, in a

marine environment, safely and efficiently utilizing a minimum amount of space. As

the principle mission of U. S. Navy Ships is warfare, any support system which

occupies a large volume, reduces the weapons systems the ship can carry.
4

The supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) process is an emerging technology

which may be a solution for destruction of shipboard wastes at sea. The waste

destruction technology utilizes water above the critical point (374°C, 218 atm) as a

solvent for organic compounds and oxygen. Unlike water below the critical point, the

solubility of organic materials is almost complete in supercritical water. By
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introduction of oxygen into this environment, complete destruction of the compounds

to basic components of water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen rapidly occurs. Inorganic

compounds are insoluble in the conditions such that they can be precipitated out and

removed. 5

Pilot scale and laboratory plants have demonstrated this technology on a wide

variety of compounds. The resultant destruction efficiency and short residence times

of this process make it a serious alternative to incineration for treatment of many

hazardous waste.
6

Additionally due to the relatively low temperature of this process,

off gassing of nitrous oxides are not a problem as in incineration.
7

These properties

have resulted in investigation and development of SCWO reactors for use in biological

waste collection and processing in the space program.
8

The potential for application on ships seems unlimited. Vessels could be

installed with small plants capable of processing large amounts of not only biological

and food wastes but also plastics, black and grey water and bilge water contaminated

with oil. This would effectively reduce dumping without large capacity on board

tanks. Additionally current ship designs, which have holding tanks for these types of

waste, would be able to reduce their capacity. Future Navy ships have been

envisioned, which would be outfitted with a SCWO reactor for waste processing .

9

Figure 1-1 is a conceptual design of a Destroyer/Frigate (DDG/FFG) with emphasis on

minimizing overboard discharge of water. Experiments in destruction of Naval wastes

have been conducted
10
and there is currently an effort to develop large scale land

based SCWO reactors for processing of Navy wastes by the Civil Engineering Corps."
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The application of this technology for any use, however, hinges on an

investigation not only of the kinetics of the reaction process, but also of the materials

of construction of the reactor system. As the potential waste streams include a wide

range of hazardous materials including chemical weapons, the behavior of the reactor

materials must be clearly understood prior to building full scale operational plants.

Current research in this area at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is

sponsored by the U.S. Army Research Office as part of a University Research

Initiative for developing chemical weapons destruction technology. The goal of this

preliminary research was to develop a testing apparatus, determine test materials and

test solutions, and run initial corrosion testing of a limited number of materials to

demonstrate the operability of the system.





Chapter 2

Background Literature Survey

The supercritical water oxidation process for the destruction of hazardous

wastes is a relatively recent technological development.
12 Numerous compounds have

been tested to determine destruction efficiency of the process, but very limited specific

corrosion testing has been accomplished. The difficulty in performing corrosion

testing at high temperatures and pressures, as well as the relatively small size of many

test reactors contributes to this lack of data. As different components in the SCWO

process experience a wide range of temperatures and pressures, some corrosion data

from other high temperature and high pressure environments may help to evaluate

material performance of certain sections of the reactor system.

2.1 Basic Description of Cycle.

An understanding of the basic SCWO cycle is necessary to address corrosion

problems in the different sections. Figure 2-1 is a representative schematic diagram of

one of the processes currently in use.
6 The components of the process are similar in

the many different variations of the system. The basic cycle consists of seven major

steps
,3

:

1) Feed preparation and pressurization

2) Preheating

3) Reaction

4) Salt Formation and Separation

5) Quenching, cooling and energy/heat recovery

6) Pressure Letdown and phase disengagement

7) Effluent water polishing

While there are seven identifiable subprocesses in the system, for the purposes of
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identifying and analyzing corrosion problems three general areas are addressed. The

pretreatment region where water, waste and oxidant are mixed, pressurized and heated

to supercritical or near supercritical conditions. The materials in this region see, at

different times, a wide range of temperatures, pressures, and chemical environments.

The reactor region itself experiences supercritical conditions while operating and a

range in temperatures during heat up and cool down. Salt insolubility in the

supercritical region may result in sticky salt deposits'
4 which could affect material

performance of the reactor itself. Finally, the letdown or cool down section is exposed

to a wide range of temperatures as well as pressures. Concentrated brine of

redissolved salts can occur at subcritical temperatures
15

, thus, adding to the complexity

of the corrosion environment in the letdown section. Understanding the material
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properties in each of these sections under the operating conditions is a critical

component in the selection of the best material for the specific application.

2.2 Theoretical Background.

2.2.1 Basic Corrosion Principles. Corrosion itself is a chemical or electrochemical

reaction between a metal and its environment.
16

In a specific environment, the change

in the Gibbs free energy determines thermodynamically whether chemical reactions can

occur. In the following example:

Cu + H
2Q (/) + l/20

2(g)
- Cu(OH)

2(s) lG° = -28,000 cal
16

The large negative value of AG indicates the reaction will occur as written at standard

conditions of 25°C, although it does not indicate a rate of reaction. The change in

Gibbs free energy can be equated to a specific electromotive force, (emf) by use of the

relationship AG = -EnF . Where E is the emf, n is the number of electrons and

F is the Faraday. Any electrochemical reaction can be written as the sum of two half

cell reactions each with an associated Gibbs free energy and therefore an emf with

each half cell reaction. Values of emf for various reactions are available at standard

conditions of temperature, pressure and concentration. In order to modify standard

values to existing conditions, the Nernst equation must be applied. For a given

reaction of the form: 1L + mM + ...—> qQ + rR + .. .
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1 r

E = E° - —In- Q

nF I m

Where the activity aM is expressed as concentration in molality times an activity

coefficient. R is the ideal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. For

reactions in aqueous solutions which involve the reduction of hydrogen or oxygen as

the cathodic half cell, the concentration of hydrogen ion is a critical factor in

determining the overall emf and thus the thermodynamic tendency to corrode. pH is

defined as - log (H+
), the hydrogen half cell emf is reduced as pH increases by the

following relationship in an environment of 1 atmosphere of hydrogen.
17

RT, Ph
22H +

+ 2e~ - H
2

EH = —In
2F (JT)

=
(8.314 J/°vnQ/g)(298.2°*Q

,/w ^_
2 -96500 C/eq (H

+

)

eq is the equivalent number of moles of the ion, C is a coulomb

EH2 = 0.0592 • log(#
+

) = -0.0592 -pH

Direct application of the Nernst equation and the Gibbs free energy associated

with various compounds of a metal leads to development of the Pourbaix diagram,
17

which plot the potential versus pH at a given temperature. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 depict

pH versus potential diagrams for iron and chromium at 25°C.
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FIGURE 2-2 Pourbaix Diagram For Iron at 25°C. From Huang et. al.
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FIGURE 2-3 Pourbaix Diagram For Chromium at 25°C. From Huang et. al.
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While helpful in predicting the thermodynamic tendency for corrosion mechanisms to

occur, the Pourbaix diagram is not kinetically based, thus rates of corrosion are not

available from this tool. To determine corrosion rates, polarization or

Evans diagrams are necessary. These curves are developed at low temperatures and

pressures, using a test apparatus similar to Figure 2-4. The apparatus measures values

of current from a working electrode at various applied emf values. The resultant plots

can provide a value for the corrosion current density. See Figure 2-5. The corrosion

current density can then be directly converted to weight loss of the metal if the surface

area in contact with the electrolyte is known.

THERMOMETER

SALT BRIDGE

GAS OUTLET

GAS INLET

COUNTER
ELECTRODE

PROBE
COUNTER
ELECTRODE

WORKING
ELECTRODE

FIGURE 2-4 Schematic of Commonly Used Polarization Cell (Annual Book of

ASTM Standards)
19
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FIGURE 2-5 Polarization Diagram . From Uhlig, Corrosion and Corrosion

Control
16

2.2.2 Properties of Supercritical Water. Development of meaningful data in the

supercritical region is dependent on understanding the properties of the environment.

Those properties which allow dissolution and subsequent oxidation of organic wastes

and precipitation of inorganic and ionic compounds, create corrosive environments

which may not be described in strictly aqueous terms. The dielectric constant of water

is drastically reduced in the supercritical state and ionic species are virtually non-

existent. The density of the fluid, though significantly higher than steam, is much

lower than water, such that frequency of molecular interactions may prohibit aqueous

corrosion modeling. Figure 2-6 depicts some of the physical properties of water as it

transitions to the supercritical region.
12
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FIGURE 2-6 Properties of Water in the Supercritical Region for Pressure Range
of 218 to 300 atm. Michael Modell, MODAR, INC.

12

2.2.3 Supercritical Electrochemical Studies. Thermodynamic models of the

supercritical water environment which can be utilized to help analyze corrosion

behavior are limited.
18 The lack of electrochemical measurements in the supercritical

region has made development of a reasonable model very difficult. Huang et. al.
18

,

developed Pourbaix diagrams for iron and chromium based upon a computer model of
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extrapolation of chemical potentials to dissolution temperature and pressure conditions.

Figures 2-7 and 2-8 depict the results of these calculations. For clarity in discussion,

the Pourbaix diagrams for iron and chromium at room temperature were included as

Figures 2-2 and 2-3. The Pourbaix diagrams for iron and chromium at the critical

point reveal some interesting results. Neutral pH is 7.2 at the conditions depicted

(374. 1°C, 217.8 Atm). The potential region for the stable phase of iron (Fe
2 3 )

in

neutral pH, is much narrower than at ambient conditions. It also encompasses

negative potentials. Even more significant, is the observation that chromium does not

exhibit passivity in the neutral and basic pH ranges at supercritical conditions which

indicates potential for pitting or other attack in this region.

2 2 I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I

374.1 °C
217.8 atrrH

FIGURE 2-7 Pourbaix Diagram For Iron at the Critical Point. From Huang
et. al.

18
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FIGURE 2-8 Pourbaix Diagram For Chromium at the Critical Point.

From Huang et. al.
18

Measurements of electrochemical properties of iron in supercritical water and in

dilute (0.005 moles/liter) sodium sulfate also have interesting results
20

. A polarization

plot , Figure 2-9, and plot of exchange current density versus temperature, Figure 2-10,

reveal insight into the validity of the Pourbaix diagrams presented above. Specifically,

the passivity of 304 stainless steel appears to be lost at about the critical point. Also

of note is the significantly higher exchange current density at dissolution temperature

and pressure conditions. The current density drops off after reaching supercritical

conditions, indicating a possibility of decreased corrosion in this region.
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FIGURE 2-10 Temperature effect on exchange current density of 304 S.S.

in pure water. From Huang et. al.
20

The information available from supercritical conditions for iron is limited, but

is beneficial to help evaluate the potential effects in a supercritical water environment.
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The effects of contaminants, complex alloys and the unique properties of the

supercritical state make extrapolation of proven technology from the subcritical region,

suspect in the supercritical region.

2.3 Possible Corrosion Mechanisms.

An examination of materials in high temperature environments in other

applications is beneficial for determining the types of possible corrosion mechanisms

in the SCWO reactor system. Significantly more data exists in lower temperature

conditions found in the preheater and letdown sections. Based upon experience in sour

gas wells, and currently utilized materials in SCWO systems
12

, high nickel alloys and

stainless steels are examined for behavior in various conditions which might be similar

to those found in the three sections of the system. Alloying compositions of metals

discussed in this section are listed in Appendix A for reference.

2.3.1 Uniform Attack. Nickel is inert in deaerated water at room temperature. It also

exhibits passive behavior in aerated solutions. The passive layer however for nickel is

not as stable as that for chromium.
16 The high temperature behavior of nickel based

alloys however is of most interest. Nickel alloys have numerous applications in high

temperature environments due to the stability of the passive layer. The SCWO process

is nominally aqueous, at least in all but the reactor section, thus high temperature data

in this environment is considered pertinent. General corrosion rates have been

obtained in a gaseous environment of 60% H
20, 40% HC1 21

. Table 2-1 summarizes

the results of these tests for some candidate materials. Of particular note, is that nickel

alloys are not normally resistant to chloride solutions, but these alloys include
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molybdenum which improves the resistance to the pitting condition.
16

In this

environment passivity occurs due to formation of a film on the surface.

Corrosion Rate ((im/y)

Temperature "C 316LSS Inconel 625 Hastelloy C-276

500 483 132 .

400 15 _ _

380 _ 13-23 _

375 _ 10-15 _

365 _ 13 _

350 _ 8-15 _

315 _ 8 .

310 _ _

300 3 _ _

290 _ _
1

260 _ 8 _

200 7 _ _

195 _

190 5

180 4 1

175 9 _ _

170 10 1

160 27 . _

155 _ 3 3

140 _ 112 91

115 . 869 315

110 485 . 307

100 _ 2200 1600

95 12100 - -

indicates no data taken

Table 2-1 Corrosion in 60% H
20, 40% HCI, From Carter et. al.

21

The above samples were either rubbed or acid cleaned to remove the corrosion

products prior to weighing. In addition the samples were examined by Auger electron
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spectroscopy to determine the composition of the film following the attack. No

characterization of the type of attack was provided, but the mechanism appeared to be

HC1 attack thinning the passive oxide layer.

Though the HC1 environment is a single data point, there are a wide range of

chlorinated compounds, which are candidates for destruction by SCWO technology. In

this specific environment (150 - 400°C at ambient pressure), which is significantly

lower in pressure than the SCWO process, the resistance to general corrosion of nickel

based alloys is excellent. The specific environments of the SCWO system covers a

wide range of temperatures and based upon these results it is evident that a material

that exhibits good general corrosion properties at one temperature may have drastically

different properties at a different temperature. Localized corrosion phenomena

however may occur in these materials at different temperature and pressure conditions,

and was not addressed in this study.

2.3.2 Stress Corrosion Cracking The wide variety of conditions in the various

sections of the SCWO system increase the probability of stress corrosion cracking.

High stresses exist in potentially susceptible materials due not only to high pressures

but also to thermal gradients. The multitude of chemical environments seen by reactor

materials may create the combination necessary for initiation of stress corrosion

cracking.

High nickel alloys have been utilized in pressurized water reactors with a

relatively pure water environment. In certain conditions in this environment, stress

corrosion cracking has been observed, although nickel alloys are not as susceptible as
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stainless steel originally utilized in this application.
22 The presence of oxygen,

inherent in the SCWO process, is also a key contributor to conditions for stress

corrosion cracking. The high nickel alloys, including Inconel 625, experience stress

corrosion cracking in oxygenated water when crevices are present
22

. Critical potential

ranges over which stress corrosion cracking exists at ambient temperatures
16

, seem to

exist for high temperatures as well. Development of electrochemical procedures for

analysis of this phenomenon in the dissolution temperature range seems a vital area for

investigation. Development of curves similar to Figure 2-11, may help to predict the

onset of cracking behavior in any environment including the supercritical region.

o w Cothodic Anodic
Current Density

FIGURE 2-11 Schematic Polarization Curve of Fe-Cr-Ni Alloy in an

Environment that Might Promote Stress Corrosion Cracking. From Berry
22

In this representation, the two circled regions are areas susceptible to cracking. The

first is the region just above the anodic peak where the passive layer is not completely

formed, and the second at the beginning of the transpassive region where breakdown

of the passive film initiates
22

. Development of environmentally specific curves for

potential waste streams in a similar manner would help to define the susceptibility of
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a particular material to stress corrosion cracking in that environment and aid in

determining material/waste stream compatibility. This task would be immense, but

investigation by exposure testing may present candidate combinations for examination

by this method.

2.3.3 Hydrogen Embrittlement. The various wastes expected to be processed by this

technology include compounds containing oxygen, chloride, ammonia, sulfate , fluoride

phosphate and carbonate.
23 The materials technology developed for sour gas (H

2
S)

wells is therefore beneficial in analyzing the effect of exposure to this potential

hydrogen rich environment. One material in common use in these wells is Hastelloy

C-276 which is also a material of construction of many SCWO reactors
24

. This

material has demonstrated susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. Of particular note,

with increased cold working, and subsequent heat treatment, the susceptibility of the

material to hydrogen embrittlement increases.
24

The redistribution of impurity

elements (phosphorus) to the grain boundaries during heat treatment, results in and

increased susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. Since the temperatures

encountered in SCWO reactors are at or above the aging temperatures (149 - 482°C)

examined by Berkowitz
24

, any cold working of the reactor piping would in effect

increase its susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement in a similar environment. In

related studies of another high nickel based alloy(MP35N), the effects of migration of

impurities to the grain boundaries could be reduced by heat treatment at higher

temperatures (732 - 816°C) than experienced in SCWO reactors.
25
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Cold work and heat treatments thus plays a significant role in the susceptibility

of these materials to hydrogen embrittlement. Of note, these tests were conducted at

room temperature. Normally effects of hydrogen embrittlement are reduced at elevated

temperatures as the diffusivity of hydrogen increases. Operating procedures in heat

up and cool down of the SCWO system would be significant in reduction of the risks

of this type of attack. In essence, the materials should be at a high temperature before

introduction of a hydrogen rich environment, thus reducing the effect of hydrogen

embrittlement.

2.4 Monitored Effluent Surveys

A majority of corrosion studies in SCWO reactors to date have been

monitoring of effluent streams for the presence of materials of construction of the

system. This method may help to determine whether a particular waste stream causes

corrosion, but it does not aid in determination of the mechanism of corrosion or the

portion of the system under attack. Table 2-2 lists some of the effluent monitoring of

SCWO reactions.

The presence of reactor materials in the effluent is not encouraging if

one desires a system that will last any significant period of time. The wide range in

reported values is somewhat misleading as neither the waste concentration or reactor

residence time is universally reported. Additionally there is very little correlation of

corrosion products in the effluent to a specific temperature of reaction. The results of

Buelow et. al.
27

detailed in table 2-3, present both the concentration of the feed stock,

the flow rate and the temperature of the reaction in addition to the chemistry of the
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effluent. This data is helpful in identifying conditions which amplify corrosion rates,

but is not helpful in determining the mechanisms in which operate. In addition to

monitored effluent samples, many researchers note colored effluents, some with

particulate.
28 These qualitative findings help stress the need for further research

Reactor Material Waste Stream Effluent Sample Source

Hastelloy C-276 Ammonium Perchlorate

400-600"C
Cr (130 ppm)
Mo (54 ppm)
Ni (39 ppm)

Dyer, et. al., 1992
Reference 26

Gold Lined 316 SS
Acidified

Ammonium Perchlorate

400-600"C
Au (1622 ppm)
Cr (3.36 ppm)
Fe (65.38 ppm)
Ni (55.04 ppm)

Dyer, et. al. 1992
(26)

Gold Lined 316 SS
Alkaline

Ammonium Perchlorate

400-600"C
Au (0 ppm)

Cr (0.99 ppm)
Fe (0.99 ppm)
Ni (3.73 ppm)

Dyer, et. al. 1992
(26)

Inconel 625 Methanol
472-574'G

Ni (none detectable)

Cr (0.07-.3 ppm)
Rice et. al. 1993
(10)

Inconel 625 Methyl Ethyl Ketone
445-568"C

Ni (none detectable)

Cr (1.01 ppm)
Rice et. al. 1993
(10)

Inconel 625 Acetic Acid
441-533°C

Ni (none detectable)

Cr (3.01 ppm)
Riceet. al. 1993
(10)

Inconel 625 Methylene Chloride
447-570"C

Ni (30.7 ppm)
Cr (0.02 ppm)

Rice et. al. 1993
(10)

Inconel 625 Trichloroethane
409-474"C

Ni (49.0 ppm)
Cr (0.55 ppm)

Rice et. al. 1993
(10)

Inconel 625
Hastelloy C-276

NaCl
Various Temperatures

Ni (0.359 ppm)
Cr (0.036 ppm)
Mo (0.093 ppm)
Fe (0.124 ppm)
Nb (0.043 ppm)

Armellini and Tester,

1993 (15)

Inconel 625
Hastelloy C-276

Na
:
S04

Various Temperatures
Ni (0.042 ppm)
Cr (0.534 ppm)
Mo (0.429 ppm)
Fe (0.017 ppm)
Nb (0.043 ppm)

Armellini and Tester
1993 (15)
Represent Average
Values of 15 runs

Hastelloy C-276 Distilled Water
450"C for 60 minutes

Mo (4.80 mg/liter)

Cr (6.75 mg/liter)

Ni (2.60 mg/liter)

Takahasi et. al. 1989
(8)

Hastelloy C-276 Ammonium Hydroxide
and Acetic Acid

450°C for 60 minutes

Mo (18.1 mg/liter)

Cr (11.5 mg/liter)

Ni (15.0 mg/liter)

Takahasi et. al. 1989
(8)

Hastelloy C-276 Human Waste Feed
400°C for 60 minutes

Mo (45 mg/liter)

Cr (8.4 mg/liter)

Ni (7.4 mg/liter)

Takahasi et. al 1989
(8)

Table 2-2 Effluent Samples of Various Waste Streams in SCWO reactors
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into the corrosion mechanisms at work in this unique environment and have led to

more sophisticated specific corrosion testing.

Feedstock Flow Rate Temp "C Cr (ppm) Mo (ppm) Ni (ppm)

0.1 M Ammonium Perchlorate 2 ml/min 500 59 10 26

0.1 M Ammonium Perchlorate 4 ml/min 500 130 54 39

0.1 M Ammonium Perchlorate 8 ml/min 500 101 48 35

0.1 M Ammonium Perchlorate 2 ml/min 400 4.4 9.6 <0.4

0.1 M Ammonium Perchlorate 8 ml/min 400 1.2 3.8 <0.4

0.16 M Nitromethane 2 ml/min 500 <0.4 <0.4 <0.4

0.16 M Nitromethane 8 ml/min 580 <0.4 <0.4 <0.4

Water 8 ml/min 580 <0.4 <0.4 <0.4

Table 2-3 Effluent Samples of Ammonium Perchlorate and Nitromethane

Feedstock in Hastelloy C-276 Reactor. From Buelow et. al.
27

2.5 Exposure Studies

Exposure studies in supercritical water oxidation reactors are difficult. Most of

the experimental work, even some of that devoted specifically to materials evaluation

occurs in plug flow tubular reactors with a relatively small diameter tubing as the

reactor itself.
29

There simply is not enough room for standard sized exposure samples

in these types of reactors. There have been limited tests performed in larger reactors

many of them stimulated by the results of effluent samples of either analytical or

visual nature.

Brownish, and golden colored effluents indicative of ionic iron and chromium,

with some solid material present, prompted researchers to place long witness wires into

an operating SCWO reactor. The witness wires were removed after testing and cut into

pieces. Subsequently the surface of the wire was analyzed by various methods. The

witness wires were exposed to the environment in each of the three system areas and,
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thus, provide an indication of the corrosion present in that section
28

. Table 2-4

summarizes the results of this experiment.

Wire Material Waste Material Section of Reactor Results

Inconel 625 Hanford Preheater Upper Temp
Zone

Reduction in Nickel and
Chromium concentrations and
deposition of Iron

Inconel 625 Hanford Reactor Inlet Deposition of Iron and feed
solution metal

Inconel 625 Hanford Reactor Outlet and
Cool down

Dissolution of Chromium/
Molybdenum

Inconel 625 Hanford/ NaNO, Preheater Upper Temp
Zone

Dissolution of Chromium

Inconel 625 Hanford/ NaNO, Reactor Inlet Dissolution of Chromium- some
Iron deposition

Inconel 625 Hanford/ NaNO, Reactor Outlet and
Cool down

Dissolution of Chromium but to

a lesser degree

Hastelloy C-276 Hanford/ NaNO, Reactor after Max
Temp

Drastic dissolution of
Molybdenum, Tungsten and
Chromium

Titanium Hanford/ NaNO, Preheater Upper Temp
Zone

Chromium and Nickel
deposition

Titanium Hanford/ NaNO, Reactor Chromium and Nickel
Deposition

Table 2-4 Corrosion of Witness Wires in SCWO Processing Stream. Bramlette

et. al.
28

These results indicate a change in surface composition within identifiable

regions of the reactor system. Since the Hanford waste simulant is a combination of a

variety of compounds (Appendix A), the mechanism of corrosion is difficult to infer.

Visual analysis was performed on the wire sections, but damage to wires as a result of

removal from the system masked some of the results. Most of the wires which

exhibited depletion were described by the author as being etched on the surface
28

,

indicating the possibility of some localized form of corrosion.

Standard corrosion coupons have been tested in SCWO reactors for limited

materials in some waste streams. Results from early tests on the MODAR bench scale
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plant indicated no evidence of corrosion in the Inconel 625 and Hastelloy C-276

system after several hundred hours of operation in a variety of waste streams.

Prestressed coupons were exposed to chloride levels of 5000-10000 ppm by oxidation

of trichloroethylene, and then examined by microscopic and metallurgical methods.

Corrosion of the Inconel 625 reactor vessel was termed insignificant while

considerable corrosion was evident in the letdown region.
13

Coupons of high grade alloys were tested in industrial sludge at the University

of Texas Center for Research in Water Resources 30
. A temperature profile up to a

maximum of 457°C within the reactor presented different conditions for the samples.

Twelve different combinations of sludge concentration, feed rate and oxygen

concentration were introduced to the single set of samples. Some samples were

removed after 67.5 hours as the system was opened for clearing of blockage. The

samples were subjected to heat up and cool down in each of the twelve runs. Table

2-5 summarizes the results of this test in which the maximum exposure time was 106.5

hours.

The table represents the maximum value calculated from six coupons of each

metal exposed to sludge at a range of temperatures from 250°C to 457°C. The weight

loss was determined following cleaning in a light acid solution with non-metallic

brushes. The author summarized the findings stating that corrosion rates were highest

in the hottest portion of the reactor. When analyzed in some detail, specifically for

Inconel 625, it is noted that the maximum corrosion rate was measured on a sample

placed in one of the coolest sections of the reactor, and that at the maximum
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temperature, Inconel 625 had one of the lowest values of corrosion rate (-1.1 mpy).

Additionally, the characterization of pitting and crevice corrosion was only observed

on the points of attachment. For this experiment every point of attachment failed,

possibly due to multiple heat up and cool down cycles.

Alloy Corrosion Rate Types of Corrosion

SS 316 5.9 mpy Pitting, Crevice

SS 316L 7.6 mpy Pitting, Crevice

2205 0.2 mpy Uniform, Crevice

20CB3 7.1 mpy Severe Pitting

C-276 1.1 mpy Uniform

C-22 2.6 mpy Uniform

Inconel 625 1.7 mpy Pitting, Crevice

Inconel 825 12.0 mpy Pitting. Crevice

G-3 6.5 mpy Pitting. Crevice

G-30 2.2 mpy Pitting. Crevice

Titanium Grade 9 None detectable

Titanium Grade 12 -0.2 mpy None detectable

Table 2-5 High Grade Alloy Corrosion Study Results. From Thomas and

Gloyna30

These results indicate further analysis is needed even with this environment.

The high corrosion rate noted on a single sample of Inconel 625 in a lower

temperature region, contrary to the trends of all the other data, indicates the possibility

of an erroneous data point. In weight loss calculations, multiple samples in similar

environments would identify abnormalities as well as some statistical distribution.

Additionally, weight loss results with negative corrosion rates suggests that removal of

scale is not complete and these values should be questioned. Finally, characterizing

corrosion by weight loss when there is evidence of localized corrosion may be
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misleading, as the actual penetration in the vicinity of the attack may be much higher.

A pitting factor would be appropriate to report as well in instances of localized

attack.
16

(Figure 2-12)

Original
/""" surface

Pitting factor = -^

FIGURE 2-12 Sketch of Deepest Pit with Relation to Average Metal Penetration and

the Pitting Factor. From Uhlig. Corrosion and Corrosion Control.
16

Other corrosion studies have been conducted
11

, but the results are proprietary

and are not available for comparison.

2.6 Areas for further investigation. Based upon the research published to date, there

is a great need for investigation into the material properties in SCWO reactor systems.

Not only is a relatively large exposure vessel needed which can hold larger samples,

but also such a vessel needs to be dedicated to corrosion studies. Specific waste

streams at different temperatures as well as exposure times need to be examined.

Additionally electrochemical methods to determine polarization curves or provide other

data would be very beneficial. Finally Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)

could help to characterize the mechanisms of corrosion if parallel exposure studies

were performed for validation of the results.
32
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Chapter 3

Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus for this research was designed and constructed as

part of the project. The actual research is part of a larger corrosion testing program,

such that the design discussed here includes some equipment which has yet to be

tested. The overall corrosion testing program for SCWO at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology will attempt to address the issues presented in the previous chapter of

this thesis. Specifically, when all systems are operational, D.C. electrochemical

measurements, as well as A. C. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) will be

conducted in the SCWO environment in addition to the companion testing in the

exposure autoclave currently in use. The SCWO environment includes a temperature

range of 25°C to 600°C as these temperatures are experienced in the operational cycle.

For discussion purposes, the exposure autoclave system will be addressed in detail,

then differences in the electrochemical system design will be mentioned separately.

As the goal is to have comparable environments for each of the systems, a majority of

the components are identical in the two systems.

3.1 Basic System Design.

For corrosion testing, a simple SCWO system was needed. The primary

purpose of the system is to determine the mechanisms and conditions leading to

corrosion of candidate materials of construction. A test system apparatus similar to

that currently employed in a salt study
14

, was chosen to achieve the required

conditions. Figure 3-1 is a schematic of the developed corrosion testing system.
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Pressure Signal

#>V.C Punp

FIGURE 3-1 Schematic of Exposure Autoclave System

The simplicity of the system becomes evident when compared with Figure 2-1.

The corrosion testing system does not have an oxygen source, a heat recovery system,

or much of the effluent monitoring and processing equipment. For a laboratory

apparatus, the requirement was for simplicity in construction and maintenance. The

design, procurement and testing of the system components required almost 15 months,

and reflects a majority of the effort of this project to date. Table 3-1 lists the

components of the system which will be addressed in this document. A complete

material list appears as Appendix B.
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Exposure Vessel Tubing/Fittings Preheater

Heat Exchanger Heaters Pumps

Insulation Sensors Control System

Safety Features Sample Holder Support Systems

Electrochemical Equipment Omitted Equipment

TABLE 3-1 System Components

3.2 General Guidelines.

The corrosion testing loop was designed for ease of construction and

maintenance. A single material of construction, Inconel 625, was chosen, based

upon the high temperature strength characteristics, corrosion experience of other

researchers
17 14?

\ and availability of the material at a reasonable cost. The use of a

single material was desired to minimize the possibility of any galvanic action, and to

limit the effects of differences in thermal coefficient of expansion on fittings. For

certain applications, components were not manufactured out of Inconel 625.

Components of other materials were chosen, and the system designed to ensure that

such a component did not experience a high temperature, high pressure condition.

Additionally, to reduce the probability of leaks, the system was designed minimizing

the overall number of high temperature fittings. Unlike previous SCWO testing

schemes which require an operator, this system is required to function unattended for

long periods of time. For long term corrosion studies, even those of days in length, a

system which can safely be left unattended was required. Equipment previously

proven in the SCWO research environment was preferred, but as noted earlier,

research in the area has been limited, thus , some components are new to this application.
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3.3 Exposure Vessel.

The exposure vessel is a modification of a design currently in use at MODAR

for testing of corrosion in the effluent section of the pilot scale reactor system." The

vessel, manufactured by REFLANGE Inc. of Houston Texas and designated as R-CON

4, is shown schematically as figure 3-2. The vessel has openings at both ends to

< 2-3/8

6 0D

0.625

^1/16x45"
Break

FIGURE 3-2 Exposure Vessel Drawing

facilitate inspection, and if necessary, to marry to additional cylinder for an increased

internal volume capability. The wall thickness of the vessel is nominally 1.75 inches

with a constriction to 1.25 inches at the clamp seating surface. The vessel heads,

shown in figure 3-3, are attached with a double clamp assembly and four bolts.

Photographs of the vessel, the heads and the clamps appear in Appendix C for clarity.

The mechanical seal is made with a diamond shaped seal ring also made of Inconel

625. When assembled the vessel has an internal volume of 850 ml, and a total dry
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weight of vessel, heads and clamps of approximately 180 pounds. Connections to the

heads at the top and bottom are with HF-6, % inch high pressure fittings

manufactured by High Pressure Equipment Corporation.

4'

HF-6 •-

3/8 INCH
HiP FEMALE

FIGURE 3-3 Exposure Vessel End Closure

3.3.1. Vessel Design Calculations. The vessel was designed to operate in an

environment of 5000 psi (340 atm) at a temperature of 600°C. Stresses in the vessel

were calculated using thick walled pressure vessel theory.
34 The resultant stress field

is three dimensional, therefore a Mises equivalent stress was calculated as the

maximum resolved stress". With a distinct possibility of corrosion requiring

machining of the vessel walls, a corrosion allowance was included. The following

calculations for the vessel were utilized to specify the system design.
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The yield strength of Inconel 625 at 600°C is 60000 psi.
36 Thus the calculated factor

of safety is about 5. Additional calculations were performed to determine, with a

factor of safety of 4, that the corrosion allowance is .373 inches, almost 3/e inch. Some

sample calculations appear in Appendix D.

In addition to failure by yielding, the vessel was designed to leak before

fracture. For analysis purposes, the worst case crack geometry of an elliptical crack

was assumed. The crack is one in which crack depth is the same dimension as half of

the major axis dimension. Figure 3-4 shows the crack geometry and a flaw shape

parameter.
37
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FIGURE 3-4 Graph of Crack Geometry versus Flaw Shape Parameter. From
Application of Fracture Mechanics
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The a/2c parameter is 0.5 in this worst shape crack situation. The other

entering argument for this curve is the ratio of applied stress to the yield stress of the

material. The ratio in this case is 1 1577/60000 or 0.19. The value of Q from the

graph is 2.38. The flaw shape parameter, Q, is then converted to critical crack size

using the following equation.
37

K
ic UoJ—

J

1*2 a = 29.89 inches
e

Q

A lower end value of 80000 psi V in was estimated for KIC of Inconel 625. The

actual value is probably much higher, but sample testing of tough materials is not

routinely performed.
38 When compared to the wall thickness of 1.25 inches, it is
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evident the vessel will leak long before a crack of 30 inches is formed. These

calculations demonstrate that the vessel is adequately designed and should a crack

develop, the vessel will leak before fracturing.

3.3.2 Vessel Testing and Certification. In order to meet Massachusetts Institute of

Technology Safety Office and insurance company standards, the vessel was required to

be tested. The vessel does not meet the size requirements for ASME code section

VIII, as: (1) the internal volume is less than one liter (2) there are no welded seams,

and (3) the pipe size is less than six inches
39

; thus no state certification was required.

As there is no applicable code for the size and construction of the vessel, the insurance

company and, thus, the safety office, required that the vessel should be tested to the

satisfaction of those operating it. To meet this objective, the vessel was tested to

ASME CODE VIII section 1, as the requirements could be met. For the vessel to be

certified to 5000 psi (P600C)at 600°C, the maximum hoop stress (aee ) must be less than

the code allowable stress at this temperature. The allowable stress is 19,300 psi
36

(Ga,|Ow600C) at this temperature, and the maximum hoop stress is 8333.33 psi. Testing

was accomplished at room temperature where the maximum allowable stress is 25000

psi
36

(oallow room temp). The test pressure was determined by the ratio:

TestPressure = -
%Mm™w "mp

-/» = ^222- 5000 = 6477

°dta,«C 19300

The limiting component for this vessel is, in fact, the closure clamp assembly which

has an allowable vessel pressure at room temperature of 6480 psi.
40

The vessel was tested at Thielsch Engineering, Inc. in Cranston Rhode Island
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on 15 December 1993, with no noted leakage. Coupled with additional safety features,

the vessel and system was certified for use by the MIT Safety Office on 19 January

1994.
41

3.4 Fittings and Tubing Selection.

An extensive search for available Inconel 625 tubing revealed it would have to

be manufactured to order. This significantly increased the cost, as all companies have

a minimum order requirement to mill a specific lot of tubing. Seamless tubing was

required to minimize the possibility of corrosion at the welded seams. An outside

diameter of 0.125 inches and a wall thickness of 0.040 inches were selected. The

maximum tubing size considered was lA inch because of the need to be able to bend

the tubing into a coiled preheater heat exchanger within the lab. When comparing Ve

inch tubing and fittings to Va inch components, the cost differential was significant,

which was an additional factor in the ultimate selection of the Ve inch diameter. A

single tubing size was needed throughout the exposure system, and the concurrent

search for a pump selected one with discharge fittings Ve inch outer diameter.

Smaller diameter tubing was not considered sturdy enough for the exposure testing

system. The maximum inside diameter was selected to allow for a corrosion

allowance given recent experience with preheater tubing failure.
42

The fittings chosen for the system are of High Pressure Equipment design and

are manufactured out of Inconel 625 where possible. Two basic types of blocks were

utilized. Low temperature blocks, which were placed in the system upstream of the

heaters and down stream of the heat exchanger, have wetted components manufactured
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of Inconel 625, with the remaining parts manufactured of 316 stainless steel to reduce

cost. High temperature blocks have both wetted and non wetted parts constructed of

Inconel 625 to minimize the effects of differences in thermal expansion. Rather than

have a series of adapters to attach the various inlets to the blocks, each block was

specially designed and ordered for the application. This, in fact reduced the cost, as

all parts would have been special ordered because of the required material of

construction. Figure 3-5 is a schematic of the low temperature fitting, while Figure 3-

6 is a schematic of the high temperature fitting.

2"

U— 1 1/2'—•-]

i f

A -
Legend

1/8' HIP Female

B - 3/8' HiP Female

C - Safety Head

D - 1/4 NPT Female

FIGURE 3-5 Low Temperature Block FIGURE 3-6 High Temperature Block

Inlet and outlet fittings for the reactor are 3
/e inch High Pressure Equipment

fittings vice Va inch. This larger size was selected due to concern for possible

blockage in the Ve inch tubing from salt deposits after introduction of the corrosive

into the system. These deposits are anticipated due to the reduction in solubility of

ionic compounds at supercritical conditions. The % inch High Pressure Equipment
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type seal housing was machined into the vessel heads.

The ends of the tubing were coned and threaded using High Pressure

Equipment dies and SULFLO® cutting compound. The mechanical seal is made by

threading a collar over the end of the tubing and then tightening a backing nut into the

threaded portion of the fitting. For the low temperature fittings, the collar and backing

nut, which experience no liquid, are manufactured out of 316 stainless steel. Figure 3-

7 is a schematic of the mechanical seals.
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FIGURE 3-7 Mechanical Seal Detail

3.5 Preheater

To raise the temperature of the water feed from ambient to maximum

temperature conditions, a preheater is utilized. The preheater was fabricated by rolling

a 24 foot section of Ve inch tubing around a cylinder on a slowly turned lathe. The

resultant coil was then checked to ensure it fit inside the radiant heaters. Elastic
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deformation of the Inconel 625 material was significant, such that a coil wound around

a four inch cylinder, expanded to five and one half inches upon removal. The wound

coils were then subjected to a post cold working heat treatment of 1725°C for 15

minutes and then a vacuum cooled by Hooven Metal Treatments Incorporated of

Ipswich, MA. The heat treatment was performed because of prior knowledge of

increased corrosion rates in high nickel alloys following cold working24 '25
.

3.6 Heat Exchanger.

The system does not attempt to recover any of the heat from the heaters or the

destruction process. Commercial applications of this technology would naturally

require a heat recovery system for reduction of costs. For corrosion studies,

preheating the water inlet with reactor effluent added complexity to the design. A

regenerative heat exchanger would have required an additional size of tubing for the

shell, and would have required a high pressure, high temperature seal of the outer

tubing to the inner tubing. Experience with regenerative heat exchangers in operating

nuclear power plants, indicates this arrangement would lead to reduced system

reliability.

The cool down heat exchanger used in the system was manufactured with %

inch stainless steel tubing and Swagelok® mechanical fittings. Swagelok® fittings are

acceptable as the pressure of the cooling water supply is only that of the building

chilled water system. Bored through, reducing fittings allow a mechanical seal on the

outside of the Ve inch Inconel 625 tubing. Both ends of the heat exchanger are

formed by % inch union tees allowing cooling water to flow around the hot discharge
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piping. A detailed drawing of the heat exchanger appears as Figure 3-8. A throttle

valve was added to the building chill water supply outlet to allow control of flow and

thus temperature of the system outlet.

1/8 INCH TO 3/8 INCH
BORED THRDUGH
REDUCER

3/B INCH
SVAGELDK
UNION TEES

CHILL WATER
INLET

CHILL WATER
OUTLET

FIGURE 3-8 Heat Exchanger Detail

3.7 Heaters.

The heaters are placed around the preheater tubing and around the vessel. The

heaters are Omega ceramic radiant heaters. The preheater is cylindrical and rated at

1350 watts, up to a temperature of 1 100'C. To ensure the preheater tubing coil does

not touch the heating elements, strips of insulation were cut and placed at the four

quadrants of the heaters. Contact with the heater would cause the elements to short

out. The coil diameter is slightly larger than ideal for the heaters due to the spring

back of the coil following bending mentioned previously. The vessel heater consists

of two semicylindrical sections rated at 950 watts each. The inside diameter of the

heater pair is seven inches allowing for the ideal distance of Vi inch from heater

element to heating surface.
47

All heaters are supplied with 220 volt AC from the

building power supply. Appendix C contains photographs of the heating elements.
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3.8 Pumps.

The pump in the exposure system is a three head HPLC (High Pressure Liquid

Chromatograph) model manufactured by Eldex Inc. Three inlet and outlet ports are

equipped with Ve inch Swagelok stainless steel fittings. The outlet fittings are

connected to the Inconel 625 tubing. The pump is a positive displacement pump with

adjustable stroke pistons. Each piston has a micrometer with a locking ring for

accurate control of output volume per stroke. The maximum capacity of the pump is

100 ml/min. Pump wetted parts are manufactured of 316 stainless steel with Kel-F®

seating surfaces. Two pump outlets are combined into the inlet of the preheater.

These two pump heads are utilized for distilled water only. The third pump head is

configured for corrosive solution and the outlet is piped directly into the mixing block

just prior to the vessel inlet. A three way valve was placed on the outlet of one

pump head to allow for rapid depressurization of the system, if necessary, from outside

the vessel enclosure. The pump power supply is 120 volt AC from the building power

supply. Appendix C contains photographs of the pump connections.

3.9 Insulation.

To minimize heating losses, reduce electrical costs, and reduce temperature of

the shielded enclosure, insulation was added to the system. Fiberglass tape is wrapped

around the reactor inlet piping and the inlet junction block. Insulating bricks form the

pedestal on which the preheater rests. Ceramic fiberboard is used under the vessel,

and as a support for the vessel heaters. The remainder of the heated portions of the

system are wrapped with one to three inches of Kaowool® ceramic fiber cloth.
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Photographs in Appendix C detail some of the insulation. Though necessary for heat

loss considerations, the insulation made it difficult to discover leakage locations

during the initial testing and subsequently during experiments.

3.10 Sensors

The requirement to maintain the system unattended lead to the selection of

pressure and temperature sensors. Sensors were selected with voltage outputs which

can be converted to digital signals for computer processing. The potential for plugging

of the system,
1415,30

led to three pressure sampling points. Temperature is sampled

inside the reactor, at the outlet of the preheater, and against the outer wall of the

exposure vessel. Leads of up to 15 feet in length are required to provide signals to the

read and control circuitry as it was placed in the adjacent room for safety

considerations. The signals are scanned and converted to temperature and pressure

readings by LABVIEW® a computer instrument developed by National Instruments

Corporation.

3.10.1 Pressure. The pressure transducers are a model PX613 manufactured by

Omega Engineering. A separate 24 Volt DC unregulated power supply is required for

excitation of the transducer. With excitation, the output voltage ranges from 1 to 5

volts corresponding to to 5000 psi. Detectors were chosen with volt range output

vice current or millivolt output to minimize the impact of electrical noise on the

signals from the nearby power supply voltages of the heaters and pumps. The

detector is connected to the power supply and the scanning circuitry by a 4 pin twist

type connector and 4 wire cable. A schematic of the electrical connection appears in
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Figure 3-9. (Note: one of the wires in the cable is not utilized). The maximum

working temperature of the detectors is 80°C, such that low temperature fluid is a

necessity. The low temperature junction block fittings have one port machined with a

Va inch 18 National Pipe Thread (NPT) female connection. The pressure sensor has

male Va NPT threads. A pressure snubber is installed between the junction block and

the pressure detector to minimize fluctuations due to the pulsing of the positive

displacement pump. The wetted parts of the pressure transducer are made of 17-4 PH

and 300 series stainless steels. Signals produced by the transducers are scanned by

the LABVIEW® software and then converted to pressure output signals.
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FIGURE 3-9 Pressure Detector Sensing Circuit

3.10.2 Temperature. The temperature detectors are the 1/16 inch K type, chromel-

alumel subminiature thermocouple manufactured by Omega Engineering. The selected

thermocouples are ungrounded and have an Inconel 600 sheath. The K type

thermocouple was selected because it covers the temperature range of -200°C to

1200°C, and for commonality with other projects in the SCWO research initiative.

Ungrounded thermocouples were selected for improved accuracy and compatibility

with the data acquisition system. High temperature block fittings provide junctions for
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the thermocouple adapter fittings. The thermocouple at the preheater outlet is

positioned in one of the side ports of the lower block. It extends to the center of the

block. The thermocouple at the top of the vessel passes through the high temperature

block, and the % inch tubing into the top of the pressure vessel. To clear the sample

holder this thermocouple is positioned slightly off center. High Pressure Equipment

thermocouple adapters provide the pressure seal around the thermocouple sheath. The

vessel external thermocouple was installed after commencement of operations due to

concern that the exterior of the vessel may be reaching excessive temperatures.

Millivolt signals are carried by chromel/alumel thermocouple wire through the Lexan®

shielding to the input of the read and control computer. The voltage output of the

thermocouples is amplified, scanned and converted to temperature readings by the

LABVIEW® software package.

3.10.3 Sensor Output Processing. The voltage sensors for the three temperature and

three pressure instruments are connected to an input/output board on a Macintosh® IIvx

computer via a multiplexer board which quadruples the number of input signals that

can be processed. The thermocouple output is in millivolts such that the signal is

amplified by the software prior to processing. The pressure signal requires no

amplification. The signal processing is a series of virtual instruments assimilated

specifically for this application.

LABVTEW® software allows the user to interactively create virtual instruments

for a wide variety of uses. The virtual instrument is one developed within the

software using a icon driven menu. The software can display a front panel with
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desired information. Additionally, the software can show signal flow paths in wiring

diagrams. In the SCWO sensor system, the temperature read virtual instrument is a

modification to a sample instrument provided with the software. The pressure read

instrument, however was developed from basic components. Schematics of the

software virtual instruments developed for this project are included as Appendix E.

The thermocouple processing is automatically temperature compensated by a

temperature probe on the multiplexer board. The temperature output is an average

reading of sixteen samples read over a 100 millisecond period. The output of the

temperature instrument is an input to an alarm circuit, a heater control circuit and a

system shutdown circuit.

The pressure readout is an average of 10 successive pressure signals over a 100

millisecond period. The output of the pressure instrument is an input to an alarm

circuit, a pump control circuit and a system shutdown circuit. The alarms of the

individual temperature and pressure monitoring points appear as a red light on the read

out panel and an audible alarm. The frequency of the audible alarm was programmed

to provide a different tone for each of the different alarm conditions to aid in

recognition.

3.11 Control

Primary pressure control of the system is provided by a back pressure

regulator at the low temperature outlet of the system. Temperature control is provided

by control virtual instruments developed in the LABVIEW® system. Backup pressure

control is provided by virtual instrumentation in LABVIEW® as well. Individual
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pressure and temperature controllers were considered, but with the total number of

sensing functions required for both the exposure and electrochemical corrosion testing

loops, and the control functions desired, the LABVIEW® system was in fact less

expensive, and provides data recording functions as well as control functions.

3.11.1 Back Pressure Regulator. Pressure is controlled by an adjustable back

pressure regulator at the exit of the cool down heat exchanger. A TESCOM model

26-1722 rated up to 6000 psi is installed. The wetted parts of the back pressure

regulator are 300 series stainless steel with Kel-F-81® seats. Both the inlet and outlet

are Va inch - 18 NPT female threaded ports. A Ve inch high pressure fitting to lA

inch NPT adapter made of Inconel 625 provides the transition into the back pressure

regulator. The outlet port is a lA inch NPT to % inch Swagelok® adapter made of

316 stainless steel. The remainder of the discharge piping is 316 stainless steel. The

back pressure regulator is directly mounted to the Lexan® protective barrier with the

valve bonnet and control screw accessible from the side of the enclosure. A locking

nut is also installed to secure the position of the control screw.

3.11.2 Temperature Control System. A virtual instrument was developed on the

LABVIEW® software to control the temperature. Control signals from the software are

sent via a digital input/output board to a relay board. The relays provide a power

path for 220 volt AC current to the heater elements. The preheater outlet temperature

is compared to a preheater control set point. If the temperature is lower than the

setpoint, a signal is sent to maintain the preheater relay closed. If the temperature is

higher than the setpoint, the signal opens the relay. To prevent rapid cycling of the
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breaker, once the setpoint is reached, the relays will not reclose until a temperature

drop of 20°C is sensed. The vessel heater circuit is similar except both the clamshell

heaters work together based upon the internal vessel temperature. The vessel heaters

also only have a 3 °C temperature drop for the heaters to re-energize. The large

vessel and large internal volume is such that even with only a 3°C temperature drop,

the cycle time (heaters off until next cycle of heaters off) is about 30 minutes. The

temperature overshoot past the setpoint is insignificant on the preheaters, and is 2-3°C

with the vessel heaters. The temperature response lags as well once the heaters turn

back on such that the total cycle temperature band of the vessel is only 7-9°C.

3.11.3 Backup Pressure Control. Should the back pressure regulator fail, a

LABVIEW® virtual instrument was added to secure the pump if the pressure exceeds

an operator selected setpoint. The control mechanism is similar to the heaters except

the relays control the 120 volt power to the pump. This is not the preferred method of

pressure control because the pump cycling on and off reduces both relay and pump

life; however, the backup system allows the corrosion test facility to remain

operational before reaching a pressure shutdown criteria. The pressure control setpoint

is normally 150-250 psi higher than the desired back pressure regulator control

pressure. During the heat up cycle, at high pump flow rates, the pressure excursion at

the pump outlet occasionally causes the pump to cycle off momentarily. Unlike the

temperature circuitry in which a cycle band is present to prevent rapid cycling of the

relays, no pressure band was placed in the pump control circuitry. During the sensing

interval of 1 second with the pump secured, pressure is reduced rapidly such that the
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pump would come back on even with a control band. As this is not the primary

means of pressure control, the complexity of the circuit is not necessary. Detailed

schematics of both the pressure and temperature LABVIEW® virtual controller

instruments appear with the other LABVIEW® instruments in Appendix E.

3.12 Safety Features

A primary concern of the design of the system was operator and equipment

safety. The large internal volume at high temperatures and pressures contains a

significant amount of stored energy. Rapid release of this energy could seriously

injure the operator or destroy the equipment. Safety of the system is a multilevel

approach. The system design was conservative, in fact over designed in many

components. The LABVIEW® system was programmed with system shutdowns when

operator selected setpoints are reached. A safety head pressure relief system is

included should other systems fail to control the pressure. And finally the system is

surrounded by a high strength Lexan® shield.

3.12.1 Component Design. As mentioned in many previous descriptions, most

components are designed for larger stresses than should be experienced in the system.

Specifically, even with a safety factor of 4, the vessel still has a corrosion allowance

of 3/e inch. The vessel is designed to leak before fracture. All high pressure fittings

are rated to at least 30,000 psi. The tubing has been tested to 11000 psi. The back

pressure regulator is rated to 6000 psi. The pumps and pressure detectors are only

rated to 5000 psi (340 atm), but the maximum pressure expected in the system is about

4400 psi (300 atm).
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3.12.2 LABVIEW® Control Shutdowns. A temperature signal greater than an

operator selected setpoint will shut down both the heaters and the pump. If a

shutdown condition exists, a subsequent reduction in the temperature signal will not

cause the heaters or pumps to restart. This programming was incorporated to prevent

the system from coming back on and causing system damage by cycling back to a

shutdown condition. Normally the operator selected high temperature shutdown is set

at 550°C as read on the vessel internal and preheater temperatures. The external vessel

temperature sensor was installed for information only and is not part of the high

temperature shutdown circuitry. A high pressure shutdown is also included. It is

normally set 200 psi lower than the pressure at which the burst disks will rupture, and

controls both the pumps and the heaters. A low pressure shutdown was added after

the initial test run. If a leak occurs in the system, which unfortunately has occurred,

the pressure is rapidly reduced to the saturated conditions for the temperature of the

fluid. To ensure the system shuts down in the leak scenario, during the startup once

the system is at operating pressure, the operator depresses a button on the virtual

instrument front panel which activates the low pressure shutdown. Depending on the

operating temperature, the amount of pressure drop necessary to cause a shutdown can

be adjusted. The drop is normally 1000 - 1500 psi below the operating pressure, such

that small pressure fluctuations will not cause a shutdown. To alert the operator to a

potential problem, audible and visual alarms on the front panel are initiated based

upon proximity to the shutdown alarm setpoints. Thus, the pressure alarms sound

when within 100 psi of the shutdown condition, while the temperature alarms sound
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when within 10 °C of the shutdown temperature condition. Detailed schematics of the

shutdown virtual instruments are included in Appendix E. Upon loss of power to the

computer, the relays controlling the heaters and the pump de-energize which interrupts

power to and results in a shut down of the system. Upon regaining computer power,

the relays will not re-energize without operator action.

3.12.3 Safety Heads. The low temperature blocks which contain the pressure sensors

also have a High Pressure Equipment safety head machined into one end. The safety

head consists of a rupture disk and a seating ring in addition to a threaded outlet port.

The installed rupture disks are rated at 4660 psi and are manufactured of Hastelloy C-

276 as they were not available in Inconel 625. The outlet port is a 316 stainless steel

3
/e inch NPT female thread into which a 316 stainless steel adapter to % inch

Swagelok® fitting is connected. The outlet of the three safety heads are piped with 3
/e

inch stainless steel tubing to form a combined discharge path into the upper section of

the lab ventilation hood. All connections are 316 stainless steel Swagelok* fittings.

The ventilation hood should be running continuously while the system is operational.

Thus if a disk ruptures, the exhaust steam will not enter the room but will be vented

outside the building. Figure 3-10 shows details of the safety head.
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FIGURE 3-10 Safety Head Detail
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3.12.4 Shielding. All portions of the system which contain high temperature, high

pressure fluid are surrounded by one inch of Lexan® shielding. This material,

sometimes referred to as bulletproof glass, provides a barrier to a projectile if one was

created during a casualty. The only high pressure component not inside the shield is

the HPLC pump due to the requirement to adjust the micrometer stroke controls during

operation. As the pump only experiences the low temperature fluid, it does not need

to be inside the shield from a safety perspective. The shielding consists of two layers

of xh inch Lexan® panels which were cut from 4' by 8' sheets. The panels are

attached to framing with either Vi inch bolts with nuts or with 5/16 inch bolts into

threaded angle fittings. The threaded fittings were utilized for the panels which are

routinely removed for access to the system. All panels could not be fastened with nuts

and bolts because when installing the final panel, the nuts would not be accessible to

hold while tightening. The panel routinely removed for access is 4' by 2' and has a

weight of 50 pounds. Penetrations through the shielding are limited to the holes for

the hold down bolts, back pressure regulator bonnet, pump discharge tubing, heat

exchanger cooling water supply, and the system discharge stainless steel tubing. All

power and control leads are introduced into the shielded area through the holes in the

framing. The shield is not pressure tight, nor is it required to be. The shield limits

projectile flight, and would knock down a stream of steam from a leak. The total

volume of the system is not such that steam in the room would be an issue.

The control system computer components are in the adjacent room separated by

a single layer of 3
/e inch Lexan® . Holes are drilled through this viewing window for
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power and sensor leads. Normal operation of the system has the operator inside the

inner room only for adjustment of the back pressure regulator, pump flow rate, to refill

the fluid supply bottles, or to empty the collection bottle. Otherwise the operator can

observe and control all functions outside a total of 1 % inches of shielding.

3.13 Sample Holder.

The sample holder utilized is a modification to a design developed by Metal

Samples Incorporated . As Inconel 625 components were not available, the holder is

manufactured out of Hastelloy C-276. There are no welded parts, a requirement, given

the experience of welded sample holders of Thomas and Gloyna30
in industrial sludge.

The holder consists of two end plates separated by threaded rods covered by zirconia

insulators. A center threaded rod holds the samples, which are separated by Ve inch

zirconia washers. Both U-Bend and flat coupon samples can be supported by the

sample holder. If fully loaded, the holder can support 17, Ve inch coupons and 11

U-Bend samples. A smaller number of samples can be held snugly by using more

than a single spacer between samples. The sample holder sets into the vessel and rests

on the nuts holding the support rods. The end plates are cutout such that only a small

section of metal remains for attachment of the support rods, and flow can pass without

difficulty. Figure 3-11 is a drawing of the sample holder assembly.
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FIGURE 3-11 Sample Holder Assembly

3.14 Support Systems

The corrosion testing loop requires specific support systems and equipment not

only for operation but also for analysis of results. For the purposes of discussion, the

support systems are divided into four areas. Special equipment and tools were

required for the system. A special enclosure was constructed to support the testing

facility and protective shielding. The fluids utilized as a test medium have specific

equipment requirements for storage and analysis. Finally some unique equipment was

utilized in sample analysis which warrants more detailed description.

3.14.1 Tools Coning and threading tools were purchased for preparation of tubing

ends to make the high pressure mechanical seals. The strength, toughness and

hardness of the Inconel 625 alloy presented problems when trying to machine the
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tubing. The dies and cutters degraded rapidly such that replacements were required

during the construction process. During operation of the system, leaks developed at

some of the unions due to temperature differences associated with the cool down. The

steam leaks resulted in damage to the mechanical seal seating surface. Reseating tools

were purchased to repair this damage. Finally, the closure clamps have a torquing

requirement of 160 foot-pounds, requiring purchase of a large torque wrench and box

end wrench to anchor the bolts when tightening..

3.14.2 Enclosure. Construction of a sturdy enclosure to hold not only the test

equipment but also the shielding was a significant part of the project. The enclosure is

a box 3 ft 7 V2 inches wide and 5 feet long. The total height of the enclosure is 7

feet 1 inch. All of the supports are made of UNISTRUT®, 1000 (1 % inch) channel
,

except the top section which is 4000 series (
3A inch) channel. The channel is

connected with UNISTRUT® fittings to form two major sections of the enclosure. The

first section is enclosed by shielding, the second is open and holds the pump as well as

the supply and collection bottles. On first appearance there seems to be more space

than required, but room was provided for future growth if needed and the serviceable

temperature (180°C) of the shielding is such that it cannot be in close proximity to

any of the heated components. Figure 3-12 shows the details of the enclosure.
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FIGURE 3-12 UNISTRUT® Enclosure Detail
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3.14.3 Fluid Support. Deionized water must be supplied to the pump suction. Due

to the length of time the system can run, the limitation on length of unattended

operation is determined by the size of the supply and collection bottles. To ensure

adequate Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) to the pump, the supply bottles are placed

above the pump. This prevents difficulty in priming the pump on initial fill, and

allows gravity fill of the system as the pump does not prevent flow through when

secured. The supply containers are 20 liter Nalgene® bottles which are connected to

the Ve inch stainless steel suction tubing with % inch polyethylene tubing through

Swagelok® adapters. The bottles have shut off valves installed. The collection bottle

is also of the 20 liter Nalgene® variety. It is located under the discharge piping such

that the effluent is allowed to drip into it.

No sample analysis equipment has been installed in the effluent stream as in

many SCWO reactors. A Corning Model 340 pH meter was purchased for effluent

batch sampling. More detailed analysis have been performed for dissolved metal ions

by taking samples to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Industrial Hygiene

Laboratory.

3.14.4 Sample Support Equipment. The details of the procedure on sample

preparation will be described in the next chapter, but some of the specific equipment

utilized for analysis needs further explanation. The optical tools utilized to

characterize the nature of the surface of the samples include a fiber optic microscope

and a laser confocal light microscope. The fiber optic microscope, manufactured by

Hirox, provides a clear color image of the surface with magnifications up to 250 X.
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The output of the microscope is connected to a digital color printer allowing rapid

recording of surface sample images. A drawing of components of the microscope is

included as Figure 3-13. The laser confocal microscope, manufactured by

LASERTECH, allows magnification up to 6000 X without surface preparation

requirements. The laser allows for precise focusing, and the controller has the ability

to scan a view and store the highest response for each pixel on the screen. In this way

the output is a composite image with each pixel in focus even though the surface may

not be smooth.
44

Additionally the microscope has the ability to determine depth while

scanning by correlating focus intensity to position of the lens. In this way a profile of

a surface can be obtained. A simple schematic of the laser focused microscope is

included as Figure 3-14.
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FIGURE 3-13 Fiber Optic Microscope Components
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FIGURE 3-14 Laser Confocal Microscope Schematic

3.15 Electrochemical System Differences

The electrochemical corrosion testing system was designed concurrently with

the exposure system. The system is currently under construction in the same

laboratory. Most of the components are identical to the exposure system, but there are

a few differences worthy of note. Some of the changes are simply different sized

components as the electrochemical autoclave required volume is significantly less than

the exposure autoclave. Other differences are due to the different purpose of the

system and include additional equipment requirements.

3.15.1 Component Sizing Differences. The electrochemical system autoclave internal

volume is approximately 30 ml requiring smaller components. Specifically, the

capacity of the HPLC pump is 15 ml/min and it has only two heads. This requires an
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adapter from the 1/16 inch outlet tubing to the Ve inch system tubing size. The

heaters required for the preheater are reduced to 900 watts and the vessel heaters are

reduced to 850 watts each. The reduced size of the autoclave also allows for

reduction in the shielding to Vi inch Lexan®, and the support structure is reduced to

4000 ( % inch) series UNISTRUT®.

3.15.2 Different Equipment. The electrochemical autoclave is drastically different

from the exposure autoclave. The autoclave was designed by Dr. D. Bryce Mitton of

the H. H. Uhlig Corrosion Laboratory at MIT. It has connections for a reference

electrode, as well as a working electrode. Thermocouples are installed at the inlet

and outlet of the autoclave. The externally cooled reference electrode has been

developed at Penn State University
4 ' for use in supercritical water power generation

plants in Europe. The electrochemical system also has additional analysis equipment

in a Sclumberger 1286 potentiostat and 1260 Frequency Response Analyzer for

performance of EIS. Sketches of the electrochemical autoclave and reference electrode

appear as Figures 3-15 and 3-16.

Thermocouple Inlet

Flow

Reference
Electrode

Working
Electrode

Outlet
Flow Counter

Electrode
Thernocouple

FIGURE 3-15 Electrochemical Autoclave (Schematic of design by D. Bryce Mitton)
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FIGURE 3-16 Externally Cooled Reference Electrode, developed from

Macdonald.
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3.16 Omitted Equipment

The original corrosion testing system design is without an oxygen source,

although one will need to be added at a later time to allow a wider range of

environments to be studied. Dissolved oxygen in the feed water can be enough to

oxidize some waste streams without the added complexity and cost of an oxygen

supply.
46

Testing of The SCWO process for waste destruction nominally monitors

the effluent for waste concentration to determine efficiency and adjust the operational

parameters of the system. The corrosion test system does not monitor the effluent for

residual of waste inlet. Only compounds for which destruction efficiency and kinetic

data are available will be tested in the corrosion loop. The only testing performed on

the effluent will be to determine the presence of metallic ions for indication of

corrosion, and to meet requirements for disposal.
47
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Chapter 4

Description of Experiment

The exposure autoclave is designed for long term corrosion studies. The first

series of experiments were initiated to test the operability of the system in addition to

testing some metal samples. The experiment basically consists of three distinct

procedures. Sample preparation, exposure and sample analysis.

4.1 Sample Selection and Preparation.

To demonstrate operability of the system, samples were selected of the three

materials of construction; Inconel 625, Hastelloy C-276 and 316 stainless steel.

Samples were provided free of charge from Haynes International but had to be

modified to fit inside the exposure vessel. Specifically, the provided samples, shown

in Figure 4-1, were Ve inches thick, 1 Vi inches wide and 2 l/z inches long. A weld

bead was present through the center of the sample, and a % inch hole was drilled in

one end. Modifications to the samples to allow placement into the sample holder,

included stamping with a material identification code, cutting along the width and

drilling additional % inch holes. Figure 4-1 also contains the resultant sample size.

The cutting and drilling were accomplished in the Laboratory for Nuclear Science

machine shop. The final sample size is Ve inch thick, ZA inches wide and 1 Vi

inches long with a 3/e inch diameter hole drilled in the center.

Prior to placement into the sample holder, the samples were prepared in

accordance with procedure G-4 of ASTM Standards
48

. The samples were hand

polished on a grinding wheel with 320 grit carborundum grinding paper. After the
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initial two runs the finish was modified to 800 grit to reduce the interference from the

grinding lines during visual analysis. The samples were then measured with a

micrometer. Following polishing and measuring, the samples were cleaned in an

ultrasonic bath with ALCONOX detergent , Acetone and then demineralized water.

The samples were rapidly dried in forced air. Pre-exposure visual images were

obtained on some of the samples as a reference. The samples were then weighed with

a precision balance. After polishing, the samples were maintained in a desiccator

except for the small amount of time when being weighed, measured or photographed.

2 1/2'-

1 1/2' ©

03/8'^

DRIGINAL
SAMPLE

—| 1—3/4'

03/8'—

VELD

03/8'

h-i*-4H f—3/4-

SAMPLE WITH TWD
CUTS AND ADDITIONAL
HDLE

FIGURE 4-1 Sample Initial and Final Configuration

For the initial test runs, the entire capacity of the sample holder was not

utilized. The samples were placed on the center rod of the sample holder separated by

three to five ceramic washers. Double nuts on the ends of the rod were tightened and

the sample holder immediately placed in the vessel.
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4.2 Exposure Testing

To insert the samples into the exposure autoclave, some portions of the system

must be disassembled. The sequence of events following insertion of the samples

includes reassembly of the system, pressurization and heat up, exposure testing, cool

down and depressurization, disassembly and finally sample removal.

4.2.1 System Reassembly. When the samples are placed inside the vessel, the lower

head is already tightened to the required torque. The upper head is lowered onto the

vessel cautiously to ensure the thermocouple clears the sample holder. Ideally the only

connection broken between testing runs is the top head clamp assembly such that the

discharge piping is attached to the upper head when it is lowered onto the vessel.

Testing in more aggressive environments, however may require complete removal of

the vessel for adequate inspection between each sample run. The upper head is

torqued to the required 160 foot pounds alternately on the four bolts. There is a

tendency for the clamp to get hung up on the angled exterior of the vessel; therefore,

the clamp must be tapped with a hammer to ensure the clamps are properly seated.

Once the clamps are in place, the system can be filled. The supply valves to

the pump from the deionized water source are opened and the LABVIEW® controller

is turned on with a control pressure set 150-250 psi above the target pressure for the

specific run. The pump will operate continuously until that pressure is reached. When

water appears at the discharge tubing, the system is full, and the back pressure

regulator is adjusted slowly until the desired pressure is reached. The lock nut is

tightened to prevent drifting of the back pressure regulator. As the lagging covers
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indications of problems, the system is monitored for leakage before all of the lagging

is installed.

With the system satisfactorily operating at pressure, the clamshell heaters are

installed around the vessel. Installation prior to this time could cause damage to the

heaters especially during the torquing process, as the clearances are small and the

vessel moves slightly during tightening. The heaters should be approximately Vi inch

from the vessel and then connected electrically with spade type connectors. The

external thermocouple is placed at the upper end of the vessel against the wall and

held in place with the lagging. The remainder of the lagging on the top of the vessel

is then installed.

4.2.2 System Heat up The heater power cord is plugged into the 220 volt outlet, and

the LABVIEW® heater controller is set to the desired temperature on the preheater and

the vessel heaters. Proper operation of the heaters is verified by rising temperature on

the preheater outlet thermocouple and the exterior vessel thermocouple. Once proper

operation of the heaters is verified, the Lexan® shielding removed for access to the

vessel, is replaced and tightened down. The shielding should be in place before

temperature in the vessel exceeds 100 °C so that an unobstructed steam jet would not

be released into the room should a failure occur. Cooling water to the heat exchanger

is initiated prior to vessel temperature reaching 80°C, to protect the pressure sensors

and back pressure regulator. The temperature of the effluent is maintained cool by

controlling the flow of the cooling water.
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The system heats up to operating temperature without required action from the

operator. Effluent flow rate can be monitored, but it is not accurate during the heat up

due to the changes in density of the fluid. Once the system is cycling around the

desired temperature, the level in the collection bottle can be monitored to determine a

flow rate. A discrepancy between this value and the flow rate from pump piston

micrometer settings can be an indicator of leakage in the system.

4.2.3 Exposure Testing Once the system is at temperature, the flow of the corrosive

fluid can be initiated. Since there is a volume of distilled water which must be

displaced, the actual time of initiation of the corrosive media is calculated based upon

pump flow rate and volume of the system upstream of the exposure vessel This

method may not be exact, but with testing runs which are days in length the error

becomes insignificant. Similarly, at the end of the run once the corrosive is secured,

the system is operated long enough to purge the system prior to commencing the cool

down. The only action required of the operator once at temperature is to monitor the

level of fluid in the supply bottle and the collection bottle. Depending on the flow

rate, the system has been left unattended successfully for periods of up to 44 hours.

4.2.4 Cool down and Depressurization. The cool down is the most critical portion

of the operational cycle. Temperature gradients can cause differences in thermal

expansion, resulting in mechanical seals failing to hold pressure. This condition was

experienced on two occasions in the proof testing phase and was remedied by

maintaining the preheaters energized for portions of the cool down cycle. To

commence cool down, the control setpoint for the vessel heaters is reduced to °C.
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The controller for the preheaters is adjusted as necessary to prevent temperature

differences of 100°C from developing between the vessel and the preheater outlet. In

this way cold water is not pumped into the vessel, causing the inlet fitting to leak.

Once the temperature of the vessel is less than 100°C, all heaters are secured,

and the 220 volt receptacle is unplugged. The Lexan® shield is removed and lagging

and the clam shell heaters are carefully opened up to expose the vessel to additional

air. The suction hose from the ventilation hood can also be rigged to evacuate the air

around the vessel. This helps significantly in reducing the temperature of the vessel.

When the vessel temperature is less than 80 °C the pressure is relieved by setting the

control pressure to 0, switching off the pump, and fully opening the back pressure

regulator. The pump must be shut off because the pressure instruments sometimes

register negative pressure when the system is at ambient, and the controller would turn

the pump on if the switch was not turned off.

4.2.5 Disassembly and Sample Removal. Once the vessel temperature is less than

about 45 °C and lagging and the clamshell heaters are removed, the upper head

clamps can be removed and the vessel upper head removed. The thermocouple

adapter fitting is also removed to allow the vessel head to be placed on a platform

adjacent to the vessel. The sample holder is removed from the vessel without draining

the standing water. To minimize exposure to the atmosphere, the samples are

immediately removed from the sample holder, dried using forced air, and then placed

in sample boxes inside a desiccator. The samples, and sample holder are handled with

rubber gloves or plastic forceps at all times to maintain cleanliness.
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4.3 Sample Analysis Techniques

The samples are analyzed by weight loss and visual methods. For the initial

operability testing, weight loss measurements were taken but no attempts to remove

corrosion products were conducted, though they may be in future testing. The visual

evaluation is by multiple means.

The appearance of the samples with the unaided eye was noted and recorded

with a camera. The samples were then examined with the fiber optic microscope

described in the previous section. The laser confocal microscope was then utilized to

examine specific areas identified in the previous examinations. A profile map of areas

of concern was utilize the level of the surface. A light microscope was also utilized to

obtain more detailed photographs of some of the samples as the video printer

associated with the laser and optical microscopes does not present the same detail.

Finally specific samples were mounted in epoxy and examined in cross section to

determine the nature of the surface layer.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results and Discussion of Results

The exposure autoclave system achieved supercritical conditions at 1230 on 2

March 1994. No samples were in the vessel during this initial cycle, and only

deionized water was utilized. The system operated well and reached conditions of

500°C at 3550 psi (241.5 atm). An initial series of tests in deionized water at three

temperature regions was conducted to demonstrate the functionality of the system and

develop a methodology for sample preparation and evaluation. The three temperature

regions were chosen to represent the subcritical (300°C) range, the low supercritical

(400°C) and the higher supercritical range (500°C). Table 5-1 details the conditions

for the testing sequence.

Run No. Temp Pressure Samples Flow Medium Duration

1 500°C 341.5 atm Inc 625

C-276

316 SS

8 ml/min DI Water 96 hours

2 300°C 341.5 atm Inc 625

C-276

316 SS

8 ml/min DI Water 96 hours

3 400°C 341.5 atm Inc 625

C-276

316 SS

8 ml/min DI Water 24 hours

Table 5-1 Sample Testing Conditions

The third run was truncated from the desired 96 hours due to development of a steam

leak at the high temperature block at the vessel inlet which subsequently required

repairs.
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5.1 Visual Observations

The overall general appearance of the samples was noted following removal

from the vessel. All samples displayed some degree of discoloration, with marked

changes at the area around the insulating washer. Table 5-2 details the results of the

visual observations of the samples.

Run Material Visual Observation

1 Inconel 625 Patchy bronze colored appearance over exposed region, area

under insulator washer is not as dark in color.

1 Hastelloy

C-276

Greyish uniform appearance over the entire exposed surface.

Area under the insulator is somewhat lighter and shinier.

1 316 SS Surface has a blue tint. Area under the insulating washer is

shiny.

2 Inconel 625 Very Patchy bronze colored surface, area under insulating

washer is still shiny similar to conditions prior to exposure.

2 Hastelloy

C-276

Grey appearance over exposed surface, with shiny area under

insulator.

2 316 SS Surface has a blue tint with many splotches of brownish

color, the area under the washer is not as shiny as pre-

exposed metal.

3 Inconel 625 Relatively uniform bronze colored surface with slightly lighter

and shiny area under the insulator.

3 Hastelloy

C-276

Milky grey uniform appearance over the entire exposed

surface. Area under the insulator is somewhat lighter and

shinier.

3 316 SS Bluish tint is not as apparent as in previous samples. Area

under the insulator is shiny with patches of brown.

Table 5-2 Visual Sample Results

The visual observation though not precise in nature, allows a basis for

comparison of one sample to another. Of note, 2 samples of each material were
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placed into the vessel. In each case, the visual observation of the two samples was

either the same or of the same character. Observed changes were slightly intensified

for the sample located higher in the vessel. It appears the higher position corresponds

to a somewhat higher temperature due to discoloration of the vessel.

Following visual observations, the samples were weighed. Details of the

weighing are presented in Appendix F. For each of the samples in this series, a slight

weight gain of 0.0001 to 0.0016 gram was experienced. This is probably attributable

to the formation of the previously mentioned film on the surface of each of the

samples. The procedure of determination of weight change is one requirement of the

experimentation process.

5.2 Fibre Optic Microscopic Observation

Each of the samples was examined with the 250 x fibre optic microscope. The

colors and details presented by this tool, help to identify anomalies on the surface to

facilitate further investigation. Some of the images of this microscope, in a black and

white form, are presented in Appendix G. These images were produced with a video

printer, such that the 250 x available on the local monitor is reduced to 100 x on the

hard copy output. Table 5-3 summarizes the observations made with this microscope.

Of particular note are the colors of the surface and the apparent masking of the

polishing lines by a film on the surface. Additionally, the photographs of the areas

around the insulating washer show not only a characterization of the surface in both

the exposed and masked areas, but also a detail of the transition region. The slight

differences between samples of the same material at different heights in the reactor are
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noticeable in these views. The degree of tightness of the washer in addition to the

probable temperature differences may contribute to the slightly different nature of the

surfaces of similar materials in the same basic environment.

Run Material Visual Observation

1 Inconel 625 Dark Brown appearance with shiny patches and dark spots

covering the entire exposed surface. No polishing lines

remain in the exposed area. The transition region to the area

under the insulation washer shows polishing scratches. The

area under the insulator has a lower density of shiny spots,

and has a bluish color. Polishing lines are barely present

under the insulated area. (G - 1)

1 Hastelloy

C-276

Greyish appearance with small shiny spots over the entire

exposed surface Area under the insulator is brownish with

some evidence of polishing lines remaining. (G - 2)

1 316 SS Polishing lines on the surface are detailed, similar to

preexposed sample. The area under the insulator is somewhat

grey in nature with softened polishing lines.

2 Inconel 625 Brown appearance on exposed region, with some evidence of

polishing lines. There are no dark spots noted. The area

under the insulating washer is shiny and shows polishing

scratches similar to conditions prior to exposure.

2 Hastelloy

C-276

Brownish appearance over exposed surface, with some

evidence of polishing scratches. The area under the insulator

is similar to preexposed conditions.

2 316 SS Exposed area is dark with slight evidence of polishing

scratches. The area under the washer is shiny with polishing

scratches but also contains areas of brown material. (G - 3)

3 Inconel 625 Similar in appearance to run 1 sample, but the shiny patches

are not as pronounced or numerous.

3 Hastelloy

C-276

Similar in appearance to run 1 sample.

3 316 SS Similar in appearance to run 1 sample.

Table 5-3 Fibre Optic Sample Observations (250 x)
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5.3 Laser Confocal Microscope Observations

The sample surfaces were observed at magnifications up to 6000 x using the

laser confocal microscope. The images were compared to preexposure images to note

differences. The preexposed images were dominated by polishing scratches, but were

focused without difficulty. For the exposed samples, the difficulty in focusing the

microscope, especially in the higher magnifications, demonstrated the irregular nature

of the surface. The ability of the microscope to form a composite focused image, was

beneficial in characterizing the surface, but the images were sometimes still not clear

because of the surface irregularity. Table 5-4 summarizes the results of the laser

microscope survey. The video printer output produces an image with a maximum

magnification of 2000 x . A sample image of this survey appears in Appendix G.

The laser images themselves, while interesting, did not present any conclusive

evidence as to the characterization of the surface or the irregularities. Additionally, the

lack of color in these images made identification of differences in the nature of the

surface difficult.
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Run Material Visual Observation

1 Inconel 625 There is a dark covering over most of the exposed surface.

Shiny spots and darker spots are present. Insulated area has

dark areas in an otherwise polishing scratch background.

Unable to get a good representation at higher magnification

due to irregularity of surface.

1 Hastelloy

C-276

Uniform dark surface without evidence of polishing lines.

The surface is not smooth however. Under insulation

polishing scratches are partially masked by dark circles.

1 316 SS Surface has some evidence of polishing scratches, some areas

more prevalent than others. There are some dark patches

within and around shiny spots. The area under the insulator

shows few dark spots.

2 Inconel 625 Image is dominated by polishing lines with some evidence of

dark spots distributed over the surface. (G - 4)

2 Hastelloy

C-276

Surface is somewhat uniform in appearance with a few dark

spots and minor evidence of polishing scratches.

2 316 SS Polishing scratches appear partially filled in with rough

material, rather than circular spots.

3 Inconel 625 The surface is somewhat uniform, free from scratches but has

numerous shiny spots as well as dark spots.

3 Hastelloy

C-276

The surface is free from scratches, and spots but is not

smooth as indicated by difficulty in focusing.

3 316 SS The surface has some evidence of polishing scratches which

are masked by a dark rough material.

Table 5-4 Summary of Laser Images

5.4 Light Microscope Analysis

The samples were examined using a light microscope to determine if the nature

of the surface irregularities could be classified. The clarity and color of the light

images allowed identification of raised portions and pits on the surface of some

samples. Table 5-5 is a summary of the results of the light microscope observations.
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Run Material Visual Observation

1 Inconel 625 There was evidence of raised shiny patches and some pitting

in addition to some raised spots on the surface. (G - 5)

1 Hastelloy

C-276

The sample shows a uniformly bumpy surface with no

evidence of pits or raised spots.

1 316 SS The image presents a relatively uniform surface with some

slight remnant of polishing scratches. No evidence of pitting

or raised spots.

2 Inconel 625 The surface shows some evidence of polishing scratches

remaining. The surface has few raised spots and no evidence

of pitting. (G - 6)

2 Hastelloy

C-276

There is no evidence of pitting or raised spots, only remnants

of polishing scratches.

2 316 SS Polishing scratches seem to be intensified in some regions

indicating the possibility of some localized attack. (G - 7)

3 Inconel 625 There is evidence of pitting and raised spots. The pitting

seems more prevalent than in 500°C sample. (G - 8, G - 9)

3 Hastelloy

C-276

The sample appears similar to the 500°C sample.

3 316 SS The sample appears similar to the 500°C sample.

Table 5-5 Light Microscope Sample Results

5.5 Laser Surface Profiling

Following identification of pits and raised portions on the surface of some of

the samples, attempts to measure the dimensions of the irregularities were performed

using the profiler on the laser confocal microscope. Figure 5.1 depicts the profile of

a pit in the surface of an Inconel 625 sample which was exposed to deionized water

for 24 hours at 400°C and 241.5 atm. The cursers on the image indicate a pit width of

12 u.m and a depth of 3.7 u.m. The remainder of the surface is fairly level in this

view. Figure 5.2 shows the same pit without the interference of the profiling lines.
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Figure 5 - 1 Confocal laser microscope surface profile of Inconel 625 exposed

to deionized water at 400°C, 241.5 atm; for a period of 24 hours. (800 x)
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Figure 5-2 Confocal laser microscope image of Inconel 625 exposed to

deionized water at 400°C, 241.5 atm; for a period of 24 hours (800 x)
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Of the pits profiled, the width was in the range of 8 - 14 |nm, with a depth of

2-4 jim. In addition to pits, the dark circular raised spots were profiled. These

spots ranged from 8-20 (im in width with a height in the same dimension as the pit

depth. Additionally the large shiny areas on the Inconel 625 samples exposed at

500°C were profiled. They have a height in the 1 - 2 fim range with widths up to 80

|im. On one occasion an irregularity was profiled with half being raised, the other

half being indented into the surface.

The surface of the 316 stainless steel exposed to the 300°C environment was

profiled. The surface is very irregular in the darkened region, but some areas are

raised while others are depressed. Finally a Hastelloy sample which had experienced a

supercritical environment was profiled, revealing a very rough surface as expected

from previous observations. Profile plots appear in Appendix G. (G - 10,11,12,13,14)

5.6 Cross Sectional Analysis

A single sample of Inconel 625 from the 400°C run was mounted and polished

to allow a cross sectional analysis. The surface was polished down to a 1 |im finish

with diamond paste. Due to the relatively rough surface finish of the original sample,

microscopic analysis of the surface revealed no conclusive evidence of pitting .

Attempts were made to etch the sample as well, to determine if grain boundaries could

be correlated to surface irregularities. This effort to etch was not successful.

5.7 Discussion of Results

The weight change and visual results indicate some sort of layer is formed on

the surface of the three metals exposed to the deionized water environment. The
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appearance of the surface is different in the three materials. As the only environment

tested was deionized water, any conclusions as to acceptability of a particular material

for use in another SCWO environment would be premature.

5.7.1 316 stainless steel The stainless steel samples seemed to form a surface layer

more readily in the subcritical environment. Specifically the polishing scratches, are

more evident in the supercritical samples, and the appearance of the subcritical sample

has large irregularities on the surface. There appears to be no evidence of pitting in

this environment of deionized water.

5.7.2 Hastelloy C-276 The C-276 samples appeared to form a relatively complete

rough surface layer in the supercritical region. The surface layer as evidenced by

remaining polishing scratches, is not formed as readily in the high subcritical

condition.

5.7.3 Inconel 625 In the supercritical environments, Inconel 625 forms a surface

layer, but is also susceptible to pitting. Finding, what may be a partially filled in pit

indicates the pits are probably related to raised spots which also form on the surface.

Either the pits form under the spots, and then the raised portion is knocked off, or the

pit fills up to form the raised area. Cross sectional views were unable to determine the

composition of the area under the raised spots. Large shiny raised areas were also

evident on the 500°C samples. In the subcritical environment, the layer on the Inconel

625 surface does not seem to form as readily as evidenced by remnants of polishing

scratches.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Considerations for Future Work

An exposure corrosion test facility is in operation in the H. H. Uhlig Corrosion

Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The ability of the system to

achieve and maintain supercritical water conditions for extended periods of time has

been demonstrated and selected samples have been tested in various temperature

regimes. The system now serves as a prototype for a companion electrochemical

facility nearing completion. When in operation the two systems will provide the

ability to test a wide variety of materials in a matrix of chemical and temperature

environments. The results of these tests will be crucial in the design and selection of

materials for use in developing large scale SCWO hazardous waste destruction

facilities.

6.1 System Performance

The exposure test facility has worked well in service to date. Differences in

temperature at mechanical fittings have lead to steam leaks requiring repairs on two

occasions. Modifications to the operating procedure to limit temperature differences

should improve the reliability of the system. Additionally the control system is

conservatively based, such that a single erroneous signal can cause a system shutdown.

With experience, it should be possible to modify the system to provide more reliability

for continuity of operation.

The system, as constructed, functioned properly from the beginning. Minor

modifications were made to improve system operation. Specifically the heat exchanger
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was moved about 20 cm further away from outlet high temperature block. This was

done to allow some ambient heat loss from the effluent before being cooled by the

heat exchanger. The stainless steel Swagelok fitting on the heat exchanger inlet was

becoming discolored due to the excessive temperature. Moving the heat exchanger has

resolved the problem. Additionally, a thermocouple was added to monitor the exterior

temperature of the vessel, to ensure maximum material temperatures are not exceeded.

Finally additional insulation was added to limit the heat loss and reduce the heater

breaker cycling times.

The system is simple to use as was the intention and control of the operation is

essentially automatic during operation. The heat up can proceed without operator

action once all system components are assembled and adequate cooling water is

flowing through the heat exchanger. At the test temperature and pressure, only

replenishment of the fluid supply and discarding of effluent are required operator

actions. The cool down process requires some monitoring to ensure large temperature

differences do not exist which might cause mechanical fittings to leak. Loading and

unloading of samples is a somewhat cumbersome task, requiring partial system

disassembly and removal of the vessel head.

6.2 Materials Evaluation

The three significant materials of system construction were tested in a

deionized water environment. All materials formed a layer, as yet to be identified, on

the surface in one or more of the conditions tested. The Inconel 625 apparently

exhibited shallow pitting behavior at the supercritical temperatures. This is a concern
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because all of the elevated temperature strength bearing portions of the system are

constructed of this material.

The fibre optical and laser confocal microscopes provide additional insight into

the characterization of the surface of the samples. The profiling capability on the laser

microscope, provides a relatively accurate surface topography without elaborate sample

preparation requirements. The fibre optic microscope, in addition to being employed

in an initial observation of the sample, was utilized to examine the interior of the

vessel for the presence of localized corrosion following discovery of pitting on the

samples. Only the end regions of the vessel are accessible with the microscope, and

no conclusive evidence of pitting on the vessel was observed.

6.3 Considerations for future work

This facility can provide a significant amount of information required to help

answer the questions of material selection and design of SCWO reactors. There are

improvements in the tools and methodology which should be incorporated into the

subsequent testing schemes. A matrix of test solutions and materials should be

developed for evaluation in this reactor. Finally corresponding tests with this reactor

and the electrochemical reactor should be performed to better understand the

mechanisms of the corrosion processes.

6.3.1 Improvements The system can provide additional information than was

obtained from the initial runs of system proof testing even in the same environments.

The initial sample run at 500°C may have had some contamination of the system due

to materials utilized in the construction process. Specifically the SULFO® cutting fluid
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contains a variety of compounds which could have affected the initial sample results.

The initial run should be repeated to determine if contamination was a factor for the

first samples.

Samples should be polished to a finer finish prior to placement in the cell. The

polishing scratches, though helpful in determining the evidence of a surface film,

prevent identification of small surface irregularities when viewed in a cross section.

The apparent pitting identified on the Inconel 625 surface had depths in the 2-4 (Am

range, which cannot easily be discerned from polishing scratches made with 320 or

even 800 grit paper. Additionally, the polishing scratches may provide initiation sites

for some of the corrosion processes. It could be argued that any components placed in

service will not be polished, thus the results obtained using polished specimens would

not accurately reflect of susceptibility of the metal to an environment. The purpose of

the testing is to determine mechanisms and conditions leading to corrosion, and

polishing scratches may interfere with this determination. Finally, the electrochemical

testing, which will be performed concurrently with this facility will have polished

samples, thus correlation would be more accurate.

An evaluation of the layer on the surface of the samples might be beneficial to

determine its chemical composition. The layer may in fact be a beneficial oxide. If

that is the case, a period of time of preconditioning in a deionized water environment

to establish the oxide layer prior to introduction of more aggressive solution, might be

beneficial, establishing some operational parameters for a large scale system.

Preconditioned samples may be utilized in some future materials testing matrix.
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The operating procedures need to be evaluated over a longer period of time to

determine the extent of damage to the vessel and piping. During periods of long term

inactivation, the system should be flushed and purged to limit the concentration of

potentially damaging solutions. Other operational limitations and restrictions may

become apparent as experience with the system is obtained.

6.3.1 Testing matrix A wide variety of materials and solutions can be tested in the

corrosion facility. In addition to the flat sample coupons, creviced samples and

stressed samples should be included. The use of witness wires in other portions of

the system may be a possibility, to obtain a general indication of corrosion in another

temperature regime. Initial test solutions should be limited to those for which kinetic

studies have been performed, to reduce the potential of inadvertently employing a

solution which could severely damage the system. The materials to be tested should

include not only metallic alloys, but also ceramic materials and other possible liners.

A high pressure oxygen source may ultimately need to be added to allow testing of all

environments expected in a SCWO reactor hazardous waste destruction system.

6.3.3 Electrochemical corrosion test facility Lessons have been learned from the

construction and operability testing of the exposure test facility which can be

incorporated into the electrochemical system. The development of high temperature

reference and working electrodes for use in the cell provides an additional area of

challenge. Once the joint facility is operational, materials can be evaluated in both

systems in similar environments, such that results can be compared to gain a better

understanding of corrosion processes.
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Appendix A

Composition of Alloys and Waste Streams

Composition of Alloys of Interest (%):

Austenetic Stainless Steel

Alloy C Fe Ma P S sj Cr Ni Mo Source

316 Stainless 0.08 62-69 2.00 0.045 0.03 1.00 16-18 10-14 2-3 (49)

Nickel-Based Alloys

Alloy C Fe Nb Si Cr Ni Mo W Source

Inconel 625 0.1 5.0 4.0 0.5 21.5 62 9.0 — (49)

Hastelloy C-276 0.01 5.5 — 0.08 15.5 57 16 4.0 (49)

Nickel-Cobalt Based Alloy

Allov C Fe S Cr Ni Mo Co Ti P Source

MP35N 0.005 0.90 0.004 20.34 33.75 9.35 34.85 0.80 0.001 (25)

Composition of Waste Stream, From Bramlette et. al

Hanford Mixed Waste Simulant (Neutralized by NaOH)

28

Component

H
2

Weight Percentage

98

HNO, 0.63

NaNO, 0.46

Na
2
CO, 0.20

NaOH 0.40

Na
x
H

y
(EDTA)

Na 3QH s 7

A1(N03)3

Fe(N03)3

0.19 (x = 3,4; y
0.03

0.06

0.02

Other additives <0.01%: Oxalic Acid, Ca(N0
3 ) 2 , KN03 , Mg(N0 3 ) 2 , Mn(N0 3 ) 2 ,

Zn(C
2
H

3
C

2 ) 2 , NaH2P04 , NaCl , Na2
B4 7 , La(N0 3 ) 3 , Nd(N0 3 ) 3 , Ce(N03)3

28.
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Appendix B

Parts List

Manufacturer Description Part Number Application

Reflange 6" OD Vessel R-CON-4 Pressure

Vessel

Omega Engineering

24 VDC Power Supply U24V101 Pressure Inst.

6 Pressure Transducers PX-613-5KG1 Pressure Inst.

Ceramic Heater CRFC-66/240 Preheat (EXP)

Ceramic Heater CRFC-46/240 Preheat (EC)

2 Ceramic Heaters CRWS-67/240 Vessel Heat

Twist Lock Connector PT06F-8-4S Pressure Inst

Shielded Cable TX-4-100 Pressure Inst.

10 K-Type Thermocouples KMQIN-062-U-12 Temp Inst.

6 Pressure Snubber PS-4D Pressure Inst.

100 ft Thermocouple wire GG-K-20 Temp Inst.

Hole, Fish Spine (1000) FS- 110-20 Heater Wire

Metal Samples

C-276 Sample Rack Special Order Sample (EXP)

Zirconia Spacers 905 Sample (EXP)

Apple Computer

Macintosh IIvx M1358 Control

RGB Monitor M0297 Control

Monitor Stand M0403 Control

Apple Ext. Keyboard M0 142 Control

Eldex Laboratories

100 ml/min HPLC Pump BBB-4 Pump (EXP)

10 ml/min HPLC Pump AA-lOOs Pump (EC)

National Instruments

LABVIEW for Macintosh ver 2.2.1 Control

Analog Input/Output board NB-MIO-16L-9 Control

Analog Multiplexer AMUX-64T Control

Digital Input/Output board NB-DIO-24 Relay Control

Cable Adapter SC-2051 Relay Control

Relay Module SC-2062 Power Control

PID Control Software Control (EC)
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National Instruments (continued)

Rack Mount Kit

Tube Methods

Swagelok

181080-2 Control

200 ft Inconel 625 Tubing 0.125 OD/ 0.040 ID Tubing

4 Bored Through Reducers

4 Union Tees

2 Union Tees

2 % to Va NPT adapters

4 % to 3/e NPT adapters

3 Ve to % reducers

10 % tube inserts

4 % Union elbows

3 % Unions

SS-200-R-6-BT Heat Exch

SS-600-3 Heat Exch

SS-600-3 Safety piping

SS-600-1-4 BPR Outlet

SS-600-1-6 Safety piping

SS-600-6-2 Pump suction

SS-605-4 Poly Tube

SS-600-9 Safety Piping

SS-600-6 Chilled Water

Northeast Engineering

2 Backpressure Regulators TESCOM 26-1722 Press Control

Eagle Stainless Steel 100 ft % stainless steel tube316 seamless

Cole Parmer Instrument

pH meter with probe

Unistrut Northeast Corporation

8 U brackets

4 Post braces

8 Z shaped fittings

1 Flat plate fitting

1 Flat plate fitting

28 Winged shape fittings

4 Winged shape fittings

4 Wing shape fittings

200 Spring nuts

100 Hex head nuts

200 Flat washers

300 Hex head bolts

22 90 degree braces

100 ft 1
6
/e" channel

1 10 ft Va" channel

8 Z shaped fittings

8 U brackets

80 Spring nuts

G-58903-10

P-1047

P-1887

P-1736

P-1925

P-1953

P-2223

P-2227

P-2345

P-1010

HHXN050
HFLW050
HHCS050094
P-1026

P-1000HS

P-4000HS

P-1734

P-1732

P-4010

Heat Exch

Safety Piping

Sample outlet

Support Box

Support Box
Support Box
Support Box
Support Box

Support Box
Support Box
Support Box

Support Box

Support Box
Support Box
Support Box

Support Box

Support Box
Support Box
Support Box

Support Box

Support Box
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Unistrut Northeast Corporation (continued)

80 Hex head bolts HHCS050175 Support Box
40 Hex head bolts HHCS031125 Support Box
40 Flat washers HFLW031 Support Box

High Pressure Equipment Corporation

Special Equipment Safety Heads Low T Block

Special Equipment Thermocouple High T Block

Special Equipment Electrochemical Cell (EC)

Ve female HiP to Va NPT 30-21HF2NMB BPR Inlet

3 way valve 30-13-HF2 Dump Valve

Coning Tool 2HF2 Pipe Joints

Threading Tool 2MHF2 Pipe Joints

T - Inconel wetted parts 60-23HF2 Pump disch

6 spare gland nuts 60-2HM6 Spares

6 spare collars 60-2H6 Spares

Reseating tool 3/e" RTHF6 Repairs

Spare cutter 2-HF2L Coning

Spare collet 2-HF2P Coning

Spare threading die Ve" - 40LH Threading

Reseating tool Ve" RTHF2 Repairs

6 Thermocouple adapters 1521AF1HM2-T Temp
12 Rupture Disks C-276: 4500 psi Safety Head

Cutter %" 2-HF6L Coning 3/e"

Collet 3/e" 2-HF6P Coning 3
/e"

MODAR 3 3
/e" Inconel nipples None Head inlet/

outlet

MIT Physics Stockroom

Miscellaneous wires connectors and cables Heater control

Morgan Thermal Ceramics

Insulating Brick OLS 131740 Preheater base

Kaowool fiber board Insulation

Kaowool Ceramic Blanket Insulation

Sears Roebuck - Craftsman Tools

- 250 ft-lb torque wrench Tighten clamp

1 7/16 socket
3
/e to Vi " adapter

1 7/16 " box end wrench

Nalge company 5 Nalgene bottles 20 Liters Water supply
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General Electric Plastics Division

9 4' x 8' Lexan sheets MR-5 Shielding

MIT Office of Lab Supplies

Tygon Tubing 3
/e inch Chilled Water

Poly Tubing % inch Pump suction

Notes:

EXP - Component is present in Exposure System Only

EC - Component is present in Electrochemical System Only
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Trademark Listings

Kel-F® and Kel-F-81® are registered trademarks of the 3M company

UNISTRUT® is a registered trademark of the Unistrut Company

LABVIEW® is a registered trademark of National Instruments

Kaowool® is a registered trademark of Morgan Thermal Ceramics Company

Lexan® is a registered trademark of General Electrics, Plastics Division

Swagelok® is a registered trademark of the Swagelok Company

Macintosh® is a registered trademark of the Apple® Computer Company

Nalgene® is a registered trademark of the Nalge Company

SULFLO® is a registered trademark of SULFLO Inc.
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Appendix C

Photographs of System Components

Figure C-1 Pressure Vessel Side View

Figure C-2 Pressure Vessel End View

1 03





o
Figure C-3 End Closure and Seal Ring

Figure C-4 Clamp Assembly
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Figure C-5 Pump Connections

C-6 Preheater Coil
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C-7 Heater Element

C-8 Vessel Heaters and Partial Insulation
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C-9 Preheater Heater and Partial Insulation

C-10 Sample Holder with Sample
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Appendix D

Strength Calculations for Pressure Vessel

From Thick Walled Theory:

P :=5000psi rj := 1.25in r Q =2.5in t := 1.25-in

Pr
i

a zz
:

22
2t

aa ' = P-

''o*

Ml
+ \

-1\ -1

°rr
:= - p

a— =2.5*10 *psi 00=8.333*10 *psi a
rr
=-5*10 *psi

-•[(°rr- a
zz) +

(

a rr-°0e) +(a zz- G
l

— =0.193 S p : =^ Sp =5.183
u ys u

e

For Corrosion Allowance: Iterate until Safety Factor is 4.

P=5000psi r; := 1.623in r =2.5in t=r Q -r i

PTj

°zz22
2t

ooq :=P- °rr
: =-P

a =4.627*10
3

*psi a
flfl

= 1.228-10
4

*psi a^ = -5
• 1

3
*psi

a ys :=60000psi eca
'

J-{(°rr- °zz)
2

+ (°rr- a
ee)

2

+
{

a zz~ a
i

^=0.25 Sp:^ S F
=4

ys eca

Thus the corrosion allowance is .373 inches or ab6"Ut 3/8 inch.
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Leak before break criteria

From the graph with a/2c = .5 and ratio of equivalent stress to yield strength of 0.1 9 the

value of Q is 2.38.
Q =23S . m K ^ := 80000 psi

Critical Crack Size:

/K IC \

2

Q
1.21-71

a = 29.897 -in
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Appendix E

Labview Virtual Instrument Schematics

Connector Pane

Hi T 1 Urn h
T 1

Temp T1

T2
• TEMPERATURE HISTORY

T2

exposure Ipsd clarke version

Figure E-1 Labview® Exposure System Controller
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Figure E-1 Labview® Exposure System Controller (continued)
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Figure E-1 Labview® Exposure System Controller (continued)
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Figure E-1 Labview® Exposure System Controller (continued)
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Reads the temperature from the selected channel

Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Figure E-2 Labview® Temperature Read Instrument (continued)
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Connector Pane

channel pi 6 volts

Pressure psi

clarkeP16 average

Front Panel

Figure E-3 Labview® Pressure Read Instument
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Block Diagram

channel

pa
SETUP

ra

Figure E-3 Labview® Pressure Read Instument (continued)
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Figure E-4 Labview® Temperature Controller
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Block Diagram

Figure E-4 Labview® Temperature Controller (continued)
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Figure E-4 Labview® Temperature Controller (continued)
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller (continued)
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller (continued)
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller (continued)
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller (continued)
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller (continued)
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller (continued)
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Figure E-5 Labview® Pressure Controller (continued)
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Figure E-6 Labview® Relay Controller
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Figure E-8 Labview® Alarm Warning Circuit
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Figure E-7 Labview® Relay Shutoff Controller
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Figure E-8 Labview® Alarm Warning Circuit (continued)
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Figure E-8 Labview® Alarm Warning Circuit (continued)
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Figure E-9 Labview® Audible Alarm Circuit
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Appendix F

Sample Weight Loss Data

Run 1: 96 hours at 500°C, 241.5 atm

Sample Number Height Width Length

KInconel 625) 3.15mm 19.51mm 37.83mm

2(Inconel 625) 3.15mm 21.76mm 38.25mm

3(C-276) 3.11mm 20.14mm 38.20mm

4(C-276) 3.20mm 20.37mm 38.04mm

5(316 SS) 3.05mm 19.99mm 37.72mm

6(316 SS) 2.95mm 19.48mm 37.72mm

Surface area is reduced by drilling of a 9.525 mm diameter inch hole in the sample.

There is an insulated washer covering 15.977 mm diameter circle on each flat surface.

Sample Number Surface Area Exposed Area Shielded Area

1 18.45 cm2
14.36 cm2

4.09 cm2

2 20.50 cm2
16.41 cm 2

4.09 cm 2

3 19.09 cm2
15.01 cm2

4.09 cm 2

4 19.32 cm 2
15.23 cm2

4.09 cm2

5 18.68 cm2
14.59 cm2

4.09 cm2

6 18.14 cm 2
14.06 cm2

4.08 cm 2

Weight is the average of three values on a precision balance

Sample Number Initial Weight Final Weight Weight Change

1 17.6255 gm 17.6265 gm +0.0010 gm

2 17.2980 gm 17.2996 gm +0.0016 gm

3 19.0449 gm 19.0465 gm +0.0016 gm

4 19.0604 gm 19.0610 gm +0.0004 gm

5 15.8525 gm 15.8529 gm +0.0004 gm

6 14.9066 gm 14.9068 gm +0.0003 gm

Table F-1 Dimensions and Weight Change for Run 1
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Run 2: 96 hours at 300°C, 241.5 atm

Sample Number Height Width Length

l(Inconel 625) 3.25mm 20.04mm 38.10mm

2(Inconel 625) 3.18mm 19.71mm 38.79mm

3(C-276) 3.18mm 20.60mm 38.15mm

4CC-276) 3.10mm 20.47mm 37.92mm

5(316 SS) 3.0mm 19.51mm 38.23mm

6(316 SS) 2.9mm 20.19mm 38.71mm

Surface area is reduced by drilling of a 9.525 mm diameter inch hole in the sample.

There is an insulated washer covering 15.977 mm diameter circle on each flat surface.

Sample Number Surface Area Exposed Area Shielded Area

1 19.13 cm 2
15.04 cm 2

4.09 cm 2

2 19.09 cm2
15.00 cm2

4.09 cm 2

3 19.54 cm 2
15.45 cm2

4.09 cm2

4 19.28 cm2
15.19 cm2

4.09 cm 2

5 18.46 cm2
14.37 cm2

4.09 cm 2

6 19.12 cm2
15.04 cm2

4.08 cm 2

Weight is the average of three values on a precision balance

Sample Number Initial Weight Final Weight Weight Change

1 18.1993 gm 18.1996 gm +0.0003 gm

2 18.5079 gm 18.5082 gm +0.0003 gm

3 19.5607 gm 19.5606 gm +0.0001 gm

4 19.2290 gm 19.2295 gm +0.0005 gm

5 15.7449 gm 15.7456 gm +0.0006 gm

6 15.9877 gm 15.9885 gm +0.0007 gm

Table F-2 Dimensions and Weight Change for Run 2
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Run 3: 24 hours at 400°C, 241.5 atm

Sample Number Height Width Length

l(Inconel 625) 3.18mm 20.04mm 38.91mm

2(Inconel 625) 3.15mm 19.81mm 38.46mm

3(C-276) 3.15mm 20.47mm 38.46mm

4(C-276) 3.18mm 20.22mm 38.33mm

5(316 SS) 3.0mm 18.82mm 37.41mm

6(316 SS) 2.92mm 18.85mm 38.00mm

Surface area is reduced by drilling of a 9.525 mm diameter inch hole in the sample.

There is an insulated washer covering 15.977 mm diameter circle on each flat surface.

Sample Number Surface Area Exposed Area Shielded Area

1 19.43 cm2
15.33 cm2 4.09 cm2

2 18.99 cm2
14.90 cm2

4.09 cm2

3 19.54 cm 2
15.45 cm2

4.09 cm2

4 19.31 cm2
15.21 cm2

4.09 cm2

5 17.53 cm2
13.45 cm 2 4.09 cm2

6 17.71 cm 2
13.64 cm2

4.08 cm2

Weight is the average of three values on a precision balance

Sample Number Initial Weight Final Weight Weight Change

1 18.7242 gm 18.7245 gm +0.0003 gm

2 18.2246 gm 18.2252 gm +0.0006 gm

3 19.4834 gm 19.4840 gm +0.0006 gm

4 19.5475 gm 19.5479 gm +0.0004 gm

5 14.8848 gm 14.8852 gm +0.0004 gm

6 14.6181 gm 14.6186 gm +0.0005 gm

Table F-3 Dimensions and Weight Change for Run 3
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Appendix G

Sample Photographs

"»••
I 200f^rri

Figure G-1 Fibre-Optic microscope view of Inconel 625, exposed to deionized

water for 96 hrs at 500°C, 241.5 atm, washer transition region. (100 x)

2001^™

Figure G-2 Fibre-Optic microscope view of Hastelloy C-276, exposed to

deionized water for 96 hrs at 500°C, 241.5 atm, washer transition region. (100 x)
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Figure G-3 Fibre-Optic microscope view of 316 SS, exposed to deionized water

for 96 hrs at 300°C, 241.5 atm, washer transition region. (100 x)

Figure G-4 Laser confocal microscope view of Inconel 625 exposed to

deionized water for 96 hours at 300°C, 241 .5 atm (400 x)
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Figure G-5 Pit and shiny areas evident in light microscope view of Inconel 625

exposed to deionized water for 96 hours at 500°C, 241.5 atm, (500 x
)

Figure G-6 Surface of Inconel 625, light microscope view, exposed to deionized

water for 96 hours at 300°C, 241.5 atm (500 x
)
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Figure G-7 Sharp features in 316 stainless steel exposed to deionized

water for 96 hours at 300°C, 241.5 atm (500 x, light microscope)

Figure G-8 Pit in Inconel 625 exposed to deionized water for 24 hours

at 400°C, 241.5 atm (500 x, light microscope)
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Figure G-9 Pit in Inconel 625 exposed to deionized water for 24 hours

at 400°C, 241.5 atm (1000 x, light microscope)

20 ^m

Figure G-10 Confocal laser microscope profile of raised surface on Inconel 625
exposed to deionized water for 24 hours at 400°C, 241.5 atm (800 x)
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20 ^m

Figure G-1 1 Confocal laser microscope profile of irregularity on Inconel 625
exposed to deionized water for 24 hours at 400°C, 241.5 atm (800 x)

20 ^m

Figure G-1 2 Confocal laser microscope profile of shiny area on Inconel 625
exposed to deionized water for 96 hours at 500°C. 241.5 atm (800 x)
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20 ^m

Figure G-13 Confocal laser microscope profile of irregular surface on 316 SS
exposed to deionized water for 96 hours at 300°C, 241.5 atm (800 x)

20 u.m

Figure G-14 Confocal laser microscope profile of rough surface on Hastelloy

C-276 exposed to deionized water for 96 hours at 500°C, 241.5 atm (800 x)
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